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ABSTRACT
THE SOL\^BILITY OF PVI EQUATION AND 
SECOND-ORDER SECOND-DEGREE PAINLEVE TYPE
EQUATIONS
Ayrrian Sakka 
Pli. D. in Mathematics
Supervisor; Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ugurlian Miigan
May, 1998
A rigorous method was introduced by Fokas and Zhou for studying the 
Riernaiin-Hilhert problem associated with the Painleve II and IV. The same 
methodology has been applied to Painleve I, III and V. In this thesis, we ap­
plied the same methodology to the Painleve VI equation. VVe showed that 
The Cauchy problem for the Painleve VI equation admits in general global 
meromorphic solution in /. Furthermore, a. special solution which can lie writ­
ten in terms of hypergeometric function is obtained via sob’ing the special 
case of the Riemann-Hilbert problem. Moreover, an algorithmic method in­
troduced by Fokas and Ablowitz to investigate the transformation properties 
of Painleve equations and a generalization of it are used to obtain one-to-one 
correspondence between the Painleve equations and the second-ord(U‘ second- 
degree equations of Painleve type.
Keywords : Painlcvc Equations, Monodrorny Data, Ritrnaiin-Hilbcrt Proh- 
Itrn, Painleve Type Equations.
IV
ÖZET
PAINLEVE VI DENKLEMİNİN ÇOZULEBIRLIGI VE 
İKİNCİ DERCE VE İKİNCİ MERTEBEDEN PAINLEVE
TİPİ DENKLEMLER
Ayman Sakka
Matematik Bölümü Doktora 
Tez Yöneticisi: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Uğurhan Muğan
Mayıs, 1997
Painleve denklemlerinin başlangıç değer problemlerinin Hiemann-Hilbert 
Iiroblemleıüde kullanılarak çözülmesi konusunda Fokas ve Zlıou tarafindan 
geliştirilen ve Painleve II ve Painleve IV denklemlerine uygulanan metod 
Painleve VI denklemine ııygulanmıştır. Bu yöntemle Painleve V'l denklemi için 
yazıları Cauchj  ^ probleminin genel çözümlerinin t cinsinden kutup noktalarına 
sahip olduğu gösterilmiştir. Buna ek olarak Painleve VI denkh'minin hiperge- 
ometrik fonksiyonlar cinsinden yazılan özel çözümleri Ricmarm-Hillıert prob­
lemlerinin özel çözümleri olarak elde edilmiştir. Fokas ve Ablovvitz tarafından 
kullanılan ve Painleve denklemlerine ait dönüşümleri veren, dönüşümler kul­
lanılarak Painleve 1-Vl denklemleriyle ilişkili ikinci derece ve ikinci mertebeden 
Painleve tipi denklemleri elde edilmiştir. Bu dönüşümler dalıada geliştirilerek 
yeni ikinci derece ve ikinci mertebeden Painleve tifji denklemleri elde edilmiştir.
Anahter Kelimeler: Painleve Denklemleri, Monodrorny Data, lliemann- 
ililhert Problemi, Painlev’e Tipi Denklemler .
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An ordinan^ differential equation is said to be of Painleve type, or ha.ve the 
Painleve property, if the only movable singularities of its solutions are poles. 
Movable singularity means that its position depends on the constants of inte­
gration of the differential equation. The only first-order first-degree differential 
equation of the form
V = F{z,v) ,  ( l . i )
that is of Painleve type is the Riccati equation. First-order and higher degree 
differential equations of Painleve type have been studied by Briot, Bouquet 
and Fuchs [22]. Briot and Bouquet have classified all binomial (Hiuations of the 
form
(■n')"‘ +  f " ( - , " )  =  0, (i·^ )
where F  is rational function of v and locally analytic in -· and m is a ])ositive 






(?/)”'■+  A ' ( c ) ( n - a , = 0,
(i/)"’ +  A ' ( c ) ( n - « , ) ”‘+’ =  0,
(i/)2 -f- K{z ) [v  -  a.i)'\v - 02) -  0, 
( v ' f  +  K{z){v  -  ai){v -  02) =  0,
( v ' f  +  K{z){v -  a,)(n -  a2 )(v -  « 3) =  0,
( i - r +  / v ( z ) (n - a , ) ' ( ^ - - « 2)''^  =  0,
(1.4)





(?/)'* +  K{z){v  -  ai)^(u -  02)·^  =  0,
+  « 2) ^ - 0,
Type VI:
+  A (-)(? ’ — a-[ y{;n — 02) ' =  0,
( e T +  A ' ( r ) ( r . - « i f ( » - a 2)" =  0,
(Ar^ +  / i ( - ) ( t > - « , r ( u - a 2f  =  0.
In each equation AT-) is a locall}^ anahTical function of z, aj are constants. 
Ecpiations in Type I are integrable b}' quadratures, equations in Type II are 
reducible to Riccati equations, a.nd equations in the four remaining t\^ pes are 
integrable in terms of the elliptic functions. Fuchs, Ince and ( ’halkley [22, 3] 
study Painleve type equations of the form
<^1( 1^ '^ +  · · · +  o . n - \ v ) v '  +  a„(.-, (’ ) =  0, (1.9)
where aj{z, v) are assumed to be polynomials in n whose coefficients are analytic 
functions of - and a\{z, v) ^  0. The necessary and sufficient conditions for these 
equation to be of Painleve type are given by Fuchs theorem (see chapter X III 
in [22] and theorem 1.1 in [3]). Fuchs theorem shows that, apart from other 
conditions, the irreducible form of the first-order and second-degree Painleve 
type equation is
(i\{z){v'f -I- [a2(~)?;^ +  n.3(~)t’ +  a.\{z)]v'
+ a . 5 ( - ) i > ' '  - f  a ( i i z ) v ^  +  a 7 { z ) v ' ^  +  a . s { z ) v  +  a ( j ( ~ )  =  0 , 
where a ,(-), i =  1,2, · · · ,9 are analytic functions of and ci\(z) 7^  0. Let
( 1.10)
A(i>) -|- A\v'  ^-h A2v '^  +  A' v^ -)- A.]
where
Ao — 4 « I Os <'21 A] =  Aa-iae -  2a2ii3,
A ‘2 =  4rt]a7 — 2a2U4 — O3, /1,3 =  Aa^ as — 20304,
A4 =  4oiOg -  O4 ,
( 1.11)
( 1.12)
It is known that when F{v)  7^  0, there are unique monic polynomials 
Ai(n), F2{v ) such that
F{v) =  A {z )F {v ) [F 2iv) ]\  (1.13)
where A{z) is an analytic function and F\{v) has no multiple roots. In [3], it 
was shown (theorem G.2) that equation (1.10) is of Painleve type if and only if 
the following conditions hold
B F r) F
i) Fi{v) divides G\{v) := {u2V^  -f O31; +  04)-77-^  — 2o] '
dv
ii) /lo =  0 and /1] 7^  0 imply 02 =  0,
in )  Ao = A\ =  A2 =  0 and /I3 7^  0 imply 02 =  0.
():
(1.14)
Tlie most well known second-order first-degree Painleve typo' eojuations are 
the so-called six Painleve equations PI,PII,...,PVI [22] discovered by Painleve 
and his school at the turn of the century. They classified all eojuations of the 
form
v" =  F{z,v,v ' ) ,  (1.1.5)
where F  is rational in v', algebraic in v, and locally analytic in c. 'riuyy found 
that there are fifty such equations, but six of them
PI 
PII 
P in  
P IV  
PV :
v” = ()v^  -|- c. 
v "  — 2v ^  z v  +  (X.
I t  v ' ^  V'  , (X 0 6
V = -------------------h ' y v ^  -\------V H-------- 1— .
?> .r z  z  V
v "  - - f  +  ^ Z 10 ‘2, { z ^  -  a ) v  +
¿ V  2 'V
V" =  J ' — iv ' r  -
2v{v — 1)
O'
+  --n (p -  1)^  +
0 {v — [ 0  7 o5u(?;-fl)
PVI : v" = -
./2
1 /1
+  - V  +
11 1
9 \ ----- r ------2 \ v  V — L V — z
v { v - [ ) { v - z ) (  0z 7 ( ~ - i )  ,
0' + -  + .---- ^  + T











are the only irreducible ones and define new transcendents. The other forty 
four equations are either solvable in terms of the known fund ions or can be 
transformed into one of the six equations. Besides the pliysical importance, 
l.he Painleve equations possess a rich internal structure. The main points can 
b(' summarized as follows;
(i) For certain choice of the parameters, P II-PV I admit one-parameter fam­
ily of solutions expressible in terms of the Airy, Bessel, VVeber-Hermite, 
Whittaker, and hypergeometric functions, respectively [10, 24, 25].
(ii) P II-PV I admit transformations that map solutions of a given Painleve 
equation to solutions of the same equation but with diflerent values of 
the parameters [12, 13, 20, 21]. For example the transformation [13]
v(z](x) =  - v { z ]a )
1 +  2q'
2 F  +  2 iF +
(X =  (X I . ( 1.22)
where cx ^  maps solutions v{z](x) of the PII equation (1.17), to 
solutions v{z\ d) of the same equation but with the parameter d =  cv-f-1.
3
(iii) Using these transformations one can construct, for certain choices of the 
parameters, various elementaiy solutions of PII-PVI. These solutions are 
either rational or functions which are related, through repeated differ­
entiations and multiplications, to the classical transcendental functions 
mentioned above. For example, when cv =  0, u(;:;0) =  0 is a solution of 
the PII equation (1.17). Using the transformation ( 1.22) one c'an ol)tain 
the following rational solutions v{z]Oi) of PII [13] :
+  4 
z{z^ +  4)-
(1.23)
(iv ) P I-PV can be obtained from PV i by the process of contraction. The
process of step-bv-step degeneration mav be carried out as follows [22]:
S . . S , ,
In the1. In PV I replace - by 1 +  6 by and 7 b y ----
e " a
limit as e —> 0, the equation becomes PV.
2. In PV  replace v by - by 1 +  t\/2 z, a by —
« 1  r
by — — ^-7-, and 7 by — In the limit as e —> 0, PI\ arises.
3. P ill may 1 )e obtained from PV b\^  replacing v l)y 1 +  fu, c by x,
7 cv 7 , 6^ . c .
Q' by —r H----, b y ------6 b\^  —S, and 7 bv —li in PV, taking
8e2 4c 8e^  8 . / 4' ’ ^
the limit as e —> 0, and using the change of variables x =  z' ,^ u =  zv.
4. In P in  replace v by 1 +  2e?;, - bv I +  t' z^, cv b v -----by
2(·-'
1 2  1 , 1  
—7 H— -a, 7 bv — and S b y ----- r. The limit as a 0 yields PII.2e6 ^  c3 ’ ' ·' 4^ 6 ’ ·> 4^ (i
22/:^  ^
5. PII may also he obtained from PIV by replacing n by ---- v -j— -,
1  ^ 1 ^







6. In P II replace v by et> +  —, r by t z ---- and o bj^  — . In tlie
limit as e ^  0, PI arises.
The above process may be summarized in the following diagram ;
P H I
/  \




In a similar wa.y it is possible to obtain the associa.ted ti’ansformations 
for P II-PV  from the transformations of PVI.
(v ) P I-PV I can be considered as the isomonodromic conditions of suitable 
linear system
=  A(z ,t )Y{z ,t ) ,  ^  =  B (z , t )V (z . l ) ,  (1.24)
of ordinary differential equations with rational coefficiiuits possessing 
both regular and irregular singularities [11, 19, 23]. Moreover, the initial 
value problems of PI-PVI can be studied by using the inverse monodromy 
transformation (IM T ) [15, 16, 28].
The Inverse Monodrom)^ Transform (IM T ) is the modification of tlie inverse 
spectral transform for PDE’s to ODE’s, and can be thought as a nonlinear ana­
logue of Laplace’s method to find the solution of linear ODE’s. Eirst important 
developments for studying the initial value problem of Painleve equations have 
been introduced by Flaschka and Newell [11] and Jimbo, Miwa and Ueno [23]. 
They considered Painleve equations as isomonodromic conditions for linear 
systems having both regular and irregular singular points. Solving such an 
initial value problem is basically equivalent to solving an inverse ])roblem for 
associated isomonodromic linear equation. The inverse problem can be formu­
lated in terms of the monodromy data which can be obtained from the initial 
data. In [11], this method is applied on PII and the special case of PHI, and 
the inverse problem is formulated in terms of system of singular integral equa­
tions. In [23], the inverse problem is solved in terms of formal infinite series 
uniquely determined in terms of the certain monodrom}^ data. Ablowitz and 
Fokas [14] formulated the inverse problem for PII in terms of a matrix, sin­
gular, discontinuous Riernann-Hilbert (RH) boundary value ])roblem defined 
on a complicated self-intersecting contour. Fokas and Zhou [15] introduced 
a. rigorous methodology for studying the RH problem appearing in IMT, and 
they showed that the (Cauchy problem for PII and PIV  in genei’al admit global 
solutions meromorphic in t. They also find the relation among tJie monodromy 
data (and hence, among the initial data) for which the solution is free from 
poles. In [16], the above rigorous methodology is applied to PI, P ill and PV. 
In chapter 2, we will apply the same methodology to PVI [28].
The IM T method has basically the following two steps: 
a. Direct Problem: The essence of the direct problem is to establish the an­
alytic structure of the eigenfunction Y{zjz) of the linear equaiion ( 1 . 2 4 .a) in 
the variable In the case of PVI tlie linear ODE has regular singular points 
at c  =  0, 1 , ¿ ,  CO. Eigenfunctions normalized in the neighborhood of the regular 
singular points c =  0. 1,/ are related with the eigenfunction in the neighbor­
hood of c =  oo through the connection matrices. The set consists of the entries
of the connection matrices is called the set of the monodromy data. The crucial 
part of the direct problem is to show that only two of the monodromy data are 
arbitrary. This can be shown by using the product condition around all sin­
gular points (consistency condition) and certain equivalence relations. Hence, 
for given two initial data for PVI the two independent monodromy data can 
be obtained.
b.Inverse Problem: By using the results obtained from the direct problem a 
matrix RH problem over a certain contour can be formulated. The jump ma­
trices for the RH problem are defined in terms of the monodromy data. The 
RH problem is discontinuous at the points of the discontinuities of the asso­
ciated linear problem. These discontinuities can be avoided by inserting the 
circles around the singularities. Now, the new RH problem is continuous and 
e(|uivalent to Fredholm integral equation. Once, the solution of the new RH 
problem is obtained the solution of the original one can easily l)e ol)tained.
Since, the eigenfunction Y{z^ t) is defined as the solution of the RH problem, 
once the solution of the RH problem is obtained the associated linear ODE can 
be used to obtain the solution of PVI. Since the RH problem is defined in terms 
of the monodromy data which are calculated in terms of the initial data, the 
solution of PVI can be obtained in terms of the initial data. i.e. this part 
])i'ovides the solution of the Cauchy problem.
As mentioned before, for certain choice of the parameters l^VI admits ra­
tional solutions as well as one parameter families of solutions exi)ressible in 
terms of hypergeometric function. For special choices of the monodromy data 
the RH ])roblern can be solved in closed-form, that is, the matiTx RH problem 
can be reduced to a scalar RH problem. In the last section, as an example, 
we will show that for a i)articular choice of the monodromy daia, the solution 
written in terms of the hypergeometric function can naturally be ol)tained by 
finding the closed-form solution of the RH problem.
In chapters 3 and 4, second-order second-degree Painleve- type equations 
are discussed [30, 31, 29]. Second-order second-degree Painleve- type ecpiations 
of the form
{ v y  =  E{z ,v,v ' )v"  +  F{z,v,v ' ) ,  (1.25)
where E  and E  are ralional in v, v' and locally analytic in z^  was the subject 
of the articles [2, 9]. In [2], Bureau considered the special case
p "= M (.~ ,u ,C ) + yyvF T T , (1.26)
where M  and N  are polynomials of degree two and four respective!}' in 
e', rational in u, and locally analytic in c'. In this classification, no new
6
Painleve transcendents were found. In [9], the special form, E =  0 and hence 
F  is polynomial in v and v' was classihed completely. Six distinct classes 
of equations were obtained and labeled as SD-I,...,SD-VI. All these equations 
were solved in terms of the classical Painleve transcendents (P1,...,PVI), elliptic 
functions, or solutions of linear equations. The six classes ha\e the following 
general forms:
SD-I:
(?./') — —4{ciZ +  C-2Z^  +  C'jZ +  C4)  ^ Ci{zv' — +  C2r/(ci/ — u)'^  +
Csiv'^izE -  v) +  04(7/)^ +  C5{zv' -  7;)^ +  CQv'{zi '^ -  7’ )+  (1.27)
Cji'l/f +  Csizv' -  v) +  CcjE +  Cio ,
where rq, cq, · · ·, c\o ai'e arbitrary constants with at least one of rq, C2, C3, and 
C.-I nonzero. By using the six-parameter group of transformations
(i\z 0,2 _ cisv +  ac)Z ay
Z =  ------;---- , V =  ---------- ;-------- , 0104- 0203= 1,
a^z 0,4 T  <^4
SD-I was normalized into six canonical subcases labeled as SD-I.a.....,SD-I.f. 
SD-II:
(77")'  ^ =  h(c7/ -  7;) +  C277' +  C3]|A(.^)7/
-|-[.4'(r) -f Ci(C]~ -|- C2)~ ’ .4 (~ )]7.· -f C{z) i ,
(1.29)
wliere Cl, cq, and C3 iire iirbitrary constants, rq and rq not botli zero, rind A{z) 
and C{z) are arbitrary functions, /1(~) ^  0.
SD-III:
’ f4 ^ ,^ f f - id z  +  csr
C {^zv' -  v)'  ^+  C.2v'{zE  -  v) +
+  C4{zv' -  v) +  C50' -I- C6
(1.30)
where f {z )  := Ciz  ^+  02Z -(- C3 and g{z) := C4Z -f C5. At least one of C|, c-2 and 
C3 is nonzero and at least one of cy and cg is nonzero.
SD-IV:
[v +  <'-‘8·'· +  ¿8 -f Cy(C]Z 4- cq) j  {C]Z +  C2) ,
where Q{z) satisfies the differential equation
(cjZ +  C2)^QQ" =  C'4, (1.T2)
and Cl, C2, · · · ,C8,C9 are arbitrary constants such that C2Cg — ciCg =  c-j, and cj 
and C2 are not both zero.
•SD-V:
( v y  =  [A{z)v +  B {z ) ] -y iz v '  -  v) +  cW  +  C3]. (1.33)
In this equation A{z) and B{z) are defined in terms of one arbitrary function 
R{z) the equations
A{z) =  f - ^ R - \
B{z) =  P i - I R ”' +  ^ y -^ R 'R " )  +  c ^ f { - f R "  +  i^R-^R''^)
~Yc\fR!  -  f^{R" ‘^ +  fR-^R'-^R" -  fy - '^ R ' ' )
+c ,p {AR!R"  +  fR-^R'·^) +  A(-:\f^R'A dz ( 1.34)
-\-0:sj~^{a\Z +  (i2)R~^
+24/-^/?-’ |c..,y lyR-'^l '^ jf-'^R-'^l^dz]dz
+C5 J  R~^l^dz +  C6|,
where / := C\z +  c*2, and Ci, · · · ,c*6 are arbitrary constants with c\ and 02 not 
l)oth zero. The constants a\ and a2 are any constants satisfying (i\C2 — (i2<^‘\ =  0. 
SD-VI:
{v"Y =  A(z) C](ci/ -  7))'·^  +
orr'izv' -  v) +  03(7/)''^  +  04(^77' -  77) +  C57/ +  C,i
(1.35)
where A{z) is arbitrary and not all of ci, · ■ · ,cr, are zero.
.Second-order second-degree equations of Painleve type appeixr in |)hysics 
[(), 7, 8]. Moreover, second-degree equations are also iinporta.nl in determining 
tra,n.sformation properties of the Painleve equations [12, 13]. In [13], the fiim 
Wris to develop an 7>lgoritlimic method to investigate the transformation prop­
erties of tlie Painleve ecpiations. But, certiiin new second-degree equations of 
Priinleve type related with PHI and PVI were also discussed. The algorithm 
introduced in [13] can be summarized as follows: Let v{z) be a solution of any 
of the fifty Painleve e(|uations.
v" =  P , v y  P,0,
where /o, P’1, Pi .^I’e functions of 7;,  ^ a.nd a set of parameters n . Tlie transfor­
mation i.e. Lie-point discrete symmetry which [ireserves the Painleve jiroperty 
of (1.36) of the form u{z]a) =  F{ v(z; a), z) is the Mobius transformation
u{z; a) =
a^{z)v +  a2{z) 
a3{z)v +  ü4{z)
8
(1.37)
where v{z,a) solves (1.36) with the set of parameters a and u(z:a) solves 
(1.36) with the set of parameters a. Lie-point discrete symmetry (1.37) can 
be generalized by involving the v'{z]a) , i.e. the transformation of the form 
u (z ]6:) =  F{v'{z]o:), -niz,a),z). The only transformation which contains v' 
linearly is the one involving the Riccati equation, i.e.
u{z,cx) =
/ ')  ΊV a v -f o v +  c
dv  ^-\- tv -f /
;i.38)
where a, 6, c, d, e, / are fnnctions of c only. The aim is to find a. h, c. d. c, / such 
that (1.38) define a one-to-one invertible map between solutions v of (1.36) and 
solutions ti of some second order equation of the Painleve type. Let
J =  dv  ^+  tv ./, y  =  o-fy +  hv -f c, (1.39)
then differentiating (1.38) and using (1.36) to replace v" and (1.38) to replace 
i/ , one obtains:
=  [P, .^p -  2dJv -  tJ] iF
+  1- 2 P2.JY +  P id  +  2avJ +  bJ +  2dvY +  tY  -  {d!td +  e'·,. / ')]i, (1.40) 
+  [P2Y'  ^ -  ΡχΥ +  Pu -  2avY -  bY +  -f- 6'n +  c'].
There are two distinct cases:
(I) Find f  such that (1.40) reduce to linear equation foi' i\
A{u', n, :;)■(; B(u', «, ~) =  0. (1.41)
Having determined a , ...,/ upon substitution of v =  —Β/Λ in (1.38) one 
can obtain the e(|uation for u, which will be one of the fifty Painleve 
equations.
(II) Find a , ...,/ such that (1.40) reduces to a quadratic equation for
/!('(//, u, z)id -f B(u\ ti, z)v 4- C(u', u, z) — 0. ( b42)
Then (1.38) yields an eijuation for u which is quadratic in the second derivative. 
As mentioned before in [13] the aim is to obtain the transformation properties of 
PII-PVI. Hence, the case I for PIl-PV, and case II for PVI which does not admit 
the transformation of type I was investigated in details. VVe will investigate 
the transformation of type II to obtain the one-to-one correspondence between 
PI,···,PV I and second-order second-degree Painleve type equations in chapter
Instead of considering the transformation of the form (1.38) one may con­
sider the transformation
u{z\a) = (1.43)
where Pj, Qj are polynomials in v with coefficients of the meromorphic func­
tions in and satisfying the Fuchs theorem [22, 3] concerning the absence of 
the movable critical ])oints. When rn =  2, equation (1.43) take the form of
'll =
(?/)·^  +  {a2v'^  H- (iiv +  cio)v' +  64?/ +  bsv'  ^+  62?’'^  +  /qr +  bo
(c2V^  +  eye +  co)v' -b c/4?;·^  -f (İ31P  +  (İ2v'^  +  dye +  d(
(1.44)
0
where a.y 6/^, c^ ·, d/j, j  =  0,1,2, k =  0,1,2, 3,4 are functions of :: and set of 
parameters a. By using the transformations of the form (1.44), the subcases 
SD-I.a, SD-I.b, SD-I.c, SD-I.d, and SD-I.e of the equation SD-1 (1.27) will 
be obtained from PVI, PHI and PV, PIV, PII, PI respectively in chapter 4. 
Since the calculations are extremely tedious one example which have not been 
considered in the literature before, for each Painleve equation additional to 
SD-I.a,...,SD-I.e will be given.
The procedure used to obtain second-degree Painleve type' equations and 
one-to-one correspondence with PI-PVI is as follows: Let ?;(r) be a solution 
of one of the fifty equations found by Painleve and his school, which we write 
them as (1.36) and consider the transformation (1.44) which ¡)reserves the 
Pa.inleve property. The aim is to choose r/.,, b^ , Cj and d/. such that if v 
is a solution of (1.36), then u is a solution of a second-ordei· second-degree 
e(|ua.tion of Painleve type. To achieve this aim one may procc^ed as follows: 
Let Aj CjU — (ij, Bk dk'u — bi,, j  =  0,1,2, k =  0, I, 2, 3, 4, then the 
transformation (1.44) can be written as
(?/)^  = {A2 v '^ + /lye + Ao)v + + B' r^P + B2 V^  + B\V + Bo- (1.45)
It should be noted that if the equation (1.45) is reducible i.('. there exits a, 
nontrivial factorization, then its solutions are the solutions of Ricca.ti eciuation. 
If it is not reducible then its solutions are free of the movable branch points if 
it satisfies the conditions (1.14). Differentiating the equation (1.45) and using 
(1.36) to replace and (1.45) to re])lace {v'Y one obtains
$ 1/ +  \p =  0, (1.46)
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where
$ = (Pi — 2 A2V — A )^(A2V  ^+ A\v + y4y) + P2{A2V  ^+ A\v + A[ Y^ 
+ 2Pq — AB^ v'  ^— (3P3 + “  (2P2 ~\r A\)v — ^n)
+ 2P2(P 4t^ '^  +  Bxiy^  +  B2V^  +  Pi'^  ^+  Bq)^
'P =  {B41A +  B’^v'^  +  B2 V^  +  P it ’ +  Pq)
\P2{A2V^  + ^ i t ’ + A{j) +  2Pi — 2 A2V — A\]
—PoiA2v'^ + y4i p + Aq) — {B'^ v"^  + B'-^ iP + Bi^ v^  + B[v + /iy).
One has to distinguish between the following two cases:
(1.47)
(I) Ф =  0 : Then the equation (1.46) becomes
Ф =  0. (1.48)
If the solutions of the equation (1.45) are free of movable branch points, 
that is it satisfies the conditions (1.14), then one obtains the Painleve 
tj^pe equation of degree n > 1 related with P l-PV I equations. To obtain 
the second-degree Painleve type equations one should reduce the e(|iiation
(1.48) to a linear ecjuation in v. If (1.48) is reduced to an equation whicli 
is quadratic in v then one obtains the second-order forth-degree Painleve 
type equations related with PI-PVI. Hence, find a ,^ 6^ ., c;, c//,. such that
(1.48) reduce to a linear equation in v
A[u , u, z)v + P(n/, n, z) — 0, (1.49)
then one can substitute v = —B/A into equation (1.45) to determine 
the second-order second-degree eciuation of Painleve. type' for u.
(II ) Ф 7^  0: In this case, if Ф divides Ф then (1.45) is reducible to Ric- 
ca.ti equation and lienee its solutions are free of movable branch points. 
Then one can substitute v' — —Ф/Ф in equation (1.45) and obtains the 
following equation for v:
<1/Ч{А2уЧ А гп+ А о) Ф ^ - Ф '\ В У  + ВзуЧ В 2уЧ В ^ о+В,,) =  0. (1.50)
Now the aim is to reduce equation (1.50) to a quadratic ('(luation in v
A{u\ u, z)v^ -f B{u\ z)v + C{u,  ?i, z) = 0, (1.'^ >1)
by the proper choice of a ,^ bf., Cj, dk. Solving equation (1.51) for v 
and substituting into equation (1.46) yields a second-order second-degree 
equation for u.
It turns out that PI admits transformations of type (I) and (II), and PII-PV I 
admit only transformations of type II.
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Chapter 2
The solvability of the Painleve VI equation
In this chapter we will study the solvability of the sixth Painleve equation 
[28]. The sixth Painleve equation ( 1.21) can be obtained as the coinpa.tibility 
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1
-  I.
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«1 +  K'2 — —{Oo +  tl] +<!;), K.\ — K2 — Boo·,
~  z z - i ~  z -  t ~  z{z -  l ) (c  -  /)’
. . U{) +  9{) 111 +  0\ lit +  6i
u — till — -----------1---------;--- 1"
u — —CVniv) — U
7; — i ' ’
0^ _ J x _______0^
V V — \ V — t
Uo  +  7 7 1  +  — ^ ' 2  7 t / ; o 7 i ( j  +  7 / ; i 7 i i  +  WilLi  —  0 .
+  0[) 7 / I +  0^ l i t  +  Of ^
~l l~ '7 ^
IU[) Wi V)i
( t  +  l)r/;o"'U T t w \ U ]  +  Willi =  A:, t w u U u  -  k ( l . ) v ,
(2.3)
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Wi - k i v - l )
Ui{t -  1) ’
tvt = -  /)
t{t -  l ) u i '
U q -{î;('î’ — 1)(ü — i)u
+  [6<](t> — t) +  tOi{v — 1) — 2 k2{v — l)(i) — i)]ü 
+^ '2(” —  ^— 1) — « 2( 1^ + tOt)]^
V — 1
t i l  = = ■{t)(y — l)(u  — t)ur.2
Ut =
{ t - i y i : .
+  [( 1^ +  0^){v  — i) +  — 1) — 2^2(1) — i) (e  — /)]ti
+ K.'2(v — t) — K2{9\ +  tOt) — K1K2},
+ [ 6^ i(t) — /) +  t (0i +  9^)(v — 1) — 2A‘.2(t^  — l ) ( t ’ — /)]'».
+K.l(v -  1) -  K2{9^  +  t9i) -  tK. K^2}·





v{v -  i)(t> -  t) ^  _
/ . ( ¿ - 1 )  \  'V
9^
1 t) — t
1
-{[-3u2 +  2( i +  l)7,--<] U
(2.5)
( 2 .6 )
+  [(2'P — t — 1)^0 +  ~  0^1 (2'^  ^~  ~
— ^'1 (/>’2 + 1)}?
1 dk V — t
J:~di ^  1)'
Thus ?;(/) satisfies tlie sixth Painleve equation ( i . 21), with the ])ara.meters
o = 5 («^ -i)·-.  ^= - ^ 1  7 = 5 »?. « = 5 ( 1 -»?). a v
2.1 Direct Problem
The essence of the direct problem is to establish the analytic structure of Y  
with respect to z, in the entire complex z-plane. Since (2.La) is a linear ODE 
in therefore the analytic structure is completely determined by its singidar 
])oints. The equation (2.1.a) has regular singular points at r =  Ü, l,L o o · 
is well known that if the coefficient matrix of the linear ODE has an i.solated 
singularity at ¿: =  0 , then the solution in the neighborhood of =  0 can 
be obtained via. a convergent power series. In this particular case the solution 
y'ij(“ ) =  (y'o(i)(2:), >'u(2)(r )), for 9o 7^  n, n € Z has the form
5'o(r) =  y'o(2r)r^ '*'’ =  6'o(/ +  y'oi-~ +  yVi^  ^+ < 1, (2.8 )
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where io (~ ) is holomorphic at z =  0 and,
2ko 1(j U>i)Uq
Go =
2^ loiuu + 6'o)
detGo — 1, -Do =
i?0 0 
0 0
ko — /(j = /(,i: o^(i)^  k.[),lQ =  co7ist..
<^o — / T.v^ i +  -------- ·
J  V Wn
(2.9)
(2.10)
and >01 satisfies the following equation:
0^1 +  [ioi, ^o] — —Gq ^{A\Go ---- 77~)·
at (2 . 11)
For simplicity in the notation the t dependence is suppressed. The equation 
(2.10)follows from that >o(z) also satisfy the equation (2.1.b) and 
dttYoiz) =  1. If 0^ =  1!'·. n e. Z  then the solution >0(5) may or may not have 
the log.? term.
The monodromy matrix about z — 0 is given as
( 2 . 12)
The solution V i)- ) =  (y"!(,)(0), >'',(2)(-?)), of equations. (2.1) in the neigh­
borhood of the regular singular point c - 1 for ^  ?i., n. € Z has the 
fonn
y\i^) =  y ] { z ) ( z - l f '  = 6 h (/  +  y „ ( ~ - l )  +  y'-,2( . - - l )^  +  ...)(,:- l)'·^ ·, (2.13) 
whfire >'i(:::) is holomorphic at z = l  and
in =
2A:i
2 vl “ '"1 /1 (u] + 0i)




_   ^ r , a '" '" '1  n>
/1 =  /¡e ¿i,/i =  const..
and > n satisfies the following equation:
dG,
III + [I^ u,.^ i] — G^ {^A(iG\ —
(2.15)
(2.16)
The equation (2.15) follows from that Y\{z) also solves the ('(|uation ( Z . J  
and dety\{z) =  1. If 0^  =  n, n E Z, the solution > i^(~) ma.3' or may not 
contain the log(.j — 1) term.
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The moriodromy matrix about z — I is given as
( 2. 17)
The solution Yt{z) =  y((2)(~))7 of equation. (2.1) in the neighbor­
hood of the regular singular point z — t for Ot ^  n, n G Z (if Ot =  n G Z 
the solution Yt{z) may or may not have the log(.r — t) term) has the form
YAz) =  U z ) { z  -  t)^' =  Gt{I +  Ytx[z -  0 +  YvAz -  t f  +  ....)(,:· - i ) ^ y  (2.18) 
wliere Yt{z) is holomorphic at ~ =  I iuid
' Bt 0Gt —
2 kt ItWiv.,
(ItiGt = 1, Dt =
0 0
kt =  /( =  /¡6 ktjt  =  const.,
/ 1?*“" + “ ~zr^  + i73i<'‘' + *' - — )i* ;
and V(] satisfies the following equation:





The equation (2.20) follows from that the solution Yt{z) also satisfy (2. 
and detYtiz) — 1.
The monodromy matrix about ■' =  t is given as
y)(ce '^") = y)(c)e ‘^^^ '. (2 .22)
The .solution Y(z)  =  ( l ( i ) ( - ) ,  y’(2)(~ ))i of equation. (2.J) in the neigh­
borhood of the regular singidar point ~ =  oo lor 61,x, ^  n, n G Z (if 
0,^ , — n, n G Z, the solution may or may not have the log(7) term) has tlie 
form
/1\^  ^ - 1  ^ /1\^  /1\^ °‘
Yiz )  =  Y^ {z ) (^ - j  +  +....) y  , z ^ ^ ,  (2.23)
where Y(z )  is holomorphic at z = oo and
; )  ■ (2.24)
/'■1 =  fio +  ’>h +  "■/· /'·) ~  '^2 — o^o) /'•1 +  '^2 ~(B() -l· B] -h Bi) ;
and y^ x,] satisfies tlie following equation:
y :^ i+ ly U ,n .^ ]  =  - ( A x + t A t ) .  (2.25)
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The monoclrom}  ^matrix about ;: =  oo is given as
V(ze^") = (2.26)
We associate tiie branch cuts from 0 to 1 and from 1 to / with and
(z — 1)^ ‘ respectively, while the branch cut from i to oo with (z — / a IK
( 1/-)^°" as indicated in figure 1.
2.1.1 Monodromy Data
The relations between the V(z)  and V/(~), i =  0,1)/- given by the 
connection matrices E:,
V'(.~) =  Ydz)E,, E, =
IJ-i
Ci Vi
dttEi =  l, ?: =  0,f,/.. (2.27)
Since, Y(z)  and V;(~)) i- — 0, i , i  satisfy (2.1.a), they are related with
constant matrices Ei with respect to and detEi =  1 condition follows 
from the normalization of Yi{z) to have unit determinant.
The monodromy data M D  =  { / i o , Cu ,  V o , , Ci, , / 6 , 'd, 0, ?/(} 
isly the following consistency condition;
Et){E-YY^^^^ E i ) {E -Y Y ‘’^ ^°Eo) = — 2 7^t/ K (2,28)
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in particular,
cos7t(^o ~  i^)(Cu/<o i^ '^i +  — /^o/^ o^ -^ iCi ~  Co'-^ oi/i/^ i) +
COS7t(^0 +  ^l)(í^í,0Í·^ lCl +  Vof o^VlI l^ ~  /^ oCo^ l^^ l ~  ) =
HtTli cos 7t((9oo +  0i) -  ¡/tCi cos Trfi/,^ . -  Ot).
( 2 .29)
It is possible to show that only two of the monodromy data ( two entries of 
the connection matrix Eo ) are arbitrary and all the others can be determined 
in terms of these two. If we let [16],
i?i (E,7' Eo) El '
X
- ^ ( x · ^  -  C3· +  1) c - x  
hen the consistency condition (2.28) gives 
Ei(Er^t-'^‘’^ ‘^Et)E^ ^
- in{0i  ) (2.30)
_  .^2/7tD i .^-¿ 7t((?i -\-0( ) (2..31)
- i ( x ^ - c x  +  l )  c - x  
The trace of the equations (2.30) and (2.31) imply
/ i( j7/0 COS k { 0o +  0^ )  -  7/oCo COS 7r(t^o ~  ^oo)  =
2 COS ttOi =  c(i +  2ix sin Tri^ i.
(2..32)
Thus, X a.nd c can be determined in terms of the entries of the connection 
matrix Eo, if 0\ ^  n, n € Z. r is the only free ])arameter in ec|uation (2.30), 
winch reflects the freedom in choosing the connection matrix E\ , i.e. E\ can 
l)e determined within left multiplicative diagonal matrix diag(di, d ' [ ' ) , wluwe 
d\ is nonzero arbitrary complex constant. If we replace E\ by diag{d\,di^)E\ 
in (2.30), this changes r to r/dj . But, this transformation in E\ lea.ves the 
consistency condition (2.28) invariant. Also the consistency condition (2.28) 
remains the same if Ei is replaced by diagidt, d'[^)Ei , where d/ is a.n 
arbitrary nonzero complex constant. Hence, the equation (2.31) determines 
El within the left multiplicative diagonal matrix diag{dt,dY'). On the other 
hand, if we replace Y with Y — R~^YR in (2.1) where R =  d.iag{E/~ 
and r is nonzero arbitrary complex constant, the equation (2.1) for K is the 
same as for Y  , with the only change replacing lOi with in,//·, i =  0,1, 
The solution v{t) of PVI does not change under this transformation (see ecj. 
(2.4.e)). But, the connection matrix Eo for Y is obtained by re])lacing ;/o 
and Co with ;^/7· and Co?’ respectively. Thus, r ma.y be chosen to eliminate 
one of the entries of Eo, e.g. r =  i/o- Also, changing the arbiti-ary integration
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constants in (Toil) (seeeq. (2.10)) amounts to multiply Vo(i)(~) and y'o(2)(~) 
by an arbitrary nonzero complex constants and respectively. This
maps Eq to diag{do,d^^)Eo· Thus, do may be chosen to eliminate one of 
the entries of the connection matrix Eq.
The freedom in choosing Ei, i =  0,1,/- does not effect the solution 
of the RH-problem. The equation (2.27.a) and the above 1-ransformations 
( Ei diag{di,d~^)Ei, i =  0,1,/) change Y] to Yidiag{d-,,d~^), i.e. the 
transformations have effect of transforming ki to kidi and /,■ to /¿/d,·, 
i =  0, 1,/, which leaves kj-i =  1/2//,· ( detGi =  1 ) invariant.
using the similar proofs given in [11], [16] it is possible to prove if, Y' 
evolves in / according to (2.1.b), then the monodrom\^ data are independent 
of /.
2.2 The Inverse Problem
In this section, we will formulate continuous, regular RH problem over the self- 
intersecting contour for the function called i>(.r). In order to have regular RH 
problem, we let 0 <  Ö,: < 1, / =  0, l,/,oo. The general case can be obtained 
by using the Schlesinger transformations for PVI [27]. Since, VH·^ '), i — 0, 1, / 
and Y'{z) are holomor))hic at ,r =  0,l,/,cx3 respectively, we first consider the 
contour indicated in Figure 2 instead of Figure 1 to formulate the continuous 
RH problem. The circles about .r =  0. 1,/ have radius r < 1/2 and are 
denoted by Co,6’i,C’, respectively.
Figure 2.
Tfie jumps across 7-o, CD, EE  are given by the connc'ction matrices 
E{),E], Et respectively. All the other jumps across the rest of the contour
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can be derived from tlie definition of tlie connection matrices and the mon-
odromy matrices. To drive jump across BC\ we use the definition of the 
connection matrix and the equation (2.12);
Y{z) =  Yo{z)Eo
= Yo(zfY‘^ )e-'^ ^^ '^^  Eo
= Y{z(Y‘^ )E,j't-'^^ ’^ °^Eu.
(2..T3)
CD
The jump across , can he obtained from (2.33) and the definition of the 
connection matrix E] :
Y{z) =  YAzC' ’^ )EdE-YY^^^rE,), 
since, is holomorphic at r =  0 , jump across the





The jump across D E  :
V"(|~--i|) = V',(|~--i|) i^
= V'ldr -
= V(d' -  l|cT‘-)(£;o'-’ e-^ ‘^ «^i?o)(i r^‘ e-2'^ '^C,).
E F
(2.36)
In a similar way the jumps across the contours ^  imd Foo can be derived. 
Hence, the jumps across the contours of Figure 2 are given by
Co: Y(z) =  Y{z)Eo.
Y{z) =EC  :
CD·. Y [z )  =  Y {z )E u
I^P: Y{z) = Y,{z)E,E;;Y: ‘^^ °^Eo,
IJE  : Y{\z -  1|) =  Y{\z -  l\e^ ‘^ ) { E ^ ' E o ) ( E ^ - C . - ' ^ ‘’^ '>' E,), 
EE: Y{z) =  Ytiz)Et,
(2.37)
E E Yi\z-t\) = Yt{\z-t\)e-‘^ ^^ D'E,c·
— V (  . .P2l-k \ ' 2İ7tD oo
■2î 7tD.x.
Foo : Y(z} =  Y{zC^^)
In order to define tfie continuous RH problem, we define sectionally analytic 
function $(.::, i) as follows;
-0®'.
The orientation used in Figure 3 allows the splitting of the complex z-plane in 
+  and — regions. Then, ¿ =  0, 1,< a.re the repres('iitations of the
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sectionally analytic function $ (r ) in the regions indicated in Figure 3. The 
equation (2.37) implies certain jumps for $ (z ) and we obtain the following 
R.H problem:
$+(£-) =  $-(~)\/(£) on C, 4)(r) =  / +  O (- ) ,  as ~ ^  oo, (2.39)
where C = ooA +  Co +  BC  +  C\ +  D E  +  Ct +  Eoo and the jumj) matrices 
are given by
(2.40)
Va_b =  {\ )^ -E o 'z -^ \
=  ( l ) ^ - E o ' e - ^ ‘-^oEoEr'(s -  l)-^>,
=  ( ¡ ) ^ - (E o 'e - ^ ‘^^oEo)(Er^e-^‘^^^Er ) ( l ) -^ - ,
V-  ^= (z-t)^^E,(\r^-,
Vbf =  ( i ) 0- e 2‘^^-£ :r 'c"^ ‘’^ ^'(- -  ii)“ '^>
 ^J.  ^i  ^
The subscript +  in V-pz^  denotes that we consider the boundary value from 
the +  region, i.e. (.:)+ -
Figure 3.
By construction $ (~ ) satisfies the continuous RH problem and this can be 
checked by the product of the jump matrices V at the intersection points. 




V- Vab = E
A B  -
[Vbc\- 'V '-A%=‘ ^
B  : lV,j,UV-^[V-Bc]-' =  I, 
o  ■ l% l+ rrj,| v fer| -' =  /. 
F ·· | V fe ) - ' [% M '£ , ,=  /·
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(2.41)
The product conditions at the intersection points A,B,C\D. F  are satisfied 
identically and the product condition at point E  is satisfied because of the 
consistenc}^ condition (2.28) of the nionodromy data. In equation (2.41.b), 
[Va£/]+ indicates that c term in Vab must be evaluated as in equation
(2.41.d), [Vcd]-\- indicates that — 1) term must be evalual('d as ( c - l ) +  
and in equation (2.4i.f), ( 7) and [z — t) terms in Vef must l)e evaluated 
as ( 7)_|_ and (;3r — i)_|. respectiveh^
The RH problem (2.89) is equivalent to following Fredholm integral ecjua-
tion
ZllT Jc
1 f  i> ~ {z ) [V {z )V -H z ) -J ]
dz (2.42)
2.2.1 Derivation of The Linear Problem
In this section, we will show that if the sectionally analytic function $ (- )  
satisfying the RH problem (2.39) is known, then the coefficients A and B 
of the Lax pair can be determined and hence the solution of PVI.
BY BY
We define A by A{z) — *(·^)· Since and ) ' ( - )  admit the
same jumps it follows that A{z) is holomorphic in C\ {0,1./} and has the 
removable singularity at z — oo . Furthermore, Vly-') ~  ns z ^  oo,
and thus /!(.“ ) =  /l()“ 4“ /1] 4· Ai . Recall that, 1 (.t;) and 4^(c) are
BY




(9$ , r. 1 r , 1 ,
-jj- — 4-^1— j
r .. r . i 1 T4- ^ D q-  — [-doy 4- Ai~  j- 4- At~— ]^4>,
~ i ~r . i ~ 7 ^  ~ 7  ^7 7  4- -  - — [Aq-  4- A\ -  j- 4- Ai~ ]^1>,
4- ^Dt~— J — [/I07 4- A\-— j- 4- At-—
For large z, $ (z ) has the expansion
^ z )  =  / +  $_, i  +  O (^ ) ,  as -
near c =  cx), 
iK'ar .r =  0, 
near rj =  1, 
near z = t.
00. (2.44)
Substituting (2.44) into (2.43.a) yields
0{ — ) : A(j 4" 4l] 4* 4l( — — 
0 { - ) :  [Ax,, <&_.] =
(2.45)
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Since, the function <l>(r) is sectionally analytic and $ (r ) =  ' =  0,
about z =  0, l , t  respectively, then (2.43.b,c,d) imply
/lo =  $o(0)i)o^„-'(0 ), ^  =  =  (2.46)
respectively. Thus,
(let /1; =  0, trace /1,· =  Oi, i =  0, 1, /. (2.17)
The equations (2.45) and (2.47) imply that T,, i =  0,1, i can be taken in the 
form appearing in (2.2.b), then (2.45.b) gives
($ - 1)12(1 -  $00) =  inm +  tuiWi -  -k { t ) .  (2.48)
Hence, the solution v[ t)  of PVI can be written in terms of ( $ _ i ) i 2.
Similarly consideration implies that B is holomorphic in C\{/}  and has 
removable singularity at =  00. Thus B{z) =  Using ^  =  B Y  and
(2.38) it follows that
r> 1 T.
TT ^ ----7 ’^at z -  t
-7c,------- -^Dt — Bo -
at z -  t z -  t $,
near z =  oc, 





= Bo, Mi = -$,(0A$r'(/), (2..50)
respectively. The Ecpiations (2.50.b) imi)l_y that Bo can be taken as 
Bo =  —At . The equation (2.50.a) with ( $ _ i ) i 2 is consistent, with the com­
patibility condition of (2.1).
2.3 Closed-Form Solution
For certain choice of the parameters, PVI admit one parameter fairiily of so­
lutions which are expressible in terms of hypergeometric function [24],[26]. In 
this section, we will show that, for certain choice of the monodromy data, such 
solution can naturally be obtained b}^  finding the closed-form solution of the 
RH problem (2.39).
Let 1/0 =  Co = Cl = 6 , then the consistency condition (2.28) implies 
that Ci =  0, +  1^ +  +  «■·! =  Pi and «2 =  <1 , P,(l € Z. Without loss of
genera.lity, we let Eo =  /, and /X] =  r/i - /q =  r/( =  1, p =  (I =  0. Then the
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matrix valued RH problem can be reduced to set of scaler RH prol^lems. If 
=  ($ (,)(jr ),$ (2) ( : ) ) ,  then
«/■„(i) =  *,■.)(«)«(-"). -  * r 2) ( i )  =  f ’· (2-51)
where the jump functions g { z )  and h { z )  can he obtained from (2.40) for this 
particular choice. The RH problem for can easily be solved by intro­
ducing new sectionally analytic function such that
^ , ^ , ^ { z )  =  m A z ) z ^ Y z - t y \  
^^( ,^{z )  =  ' ^ ^ z ) z « y z - \ y ' .
Then, ^(^r) satisfies the following R.H problem:
(2.52)
^+ (~ ) =  ^ - (5 ), on C, v&(z) as 'OO, (2.53)
i.e. arid (z) are analytic continuation of each oth('r. Thus,
I (I I I - -  I)“·.
Hence, the R,H probhmi for $ (2)(~) :




where C(2) is indicated in Figure 4, and the jump functions /,:(z) are
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k{z)_ L  /
‘H tt JC(2) ^ ~
dz. (2.57)
Figure 4.
Evaluating the integrals over the contours C-[ and C t  and using the consistency 
condition of the monodromy data, $ (2)(ir) is obtained as follows,
F ( z A )  =  d z .
¿ITT J \  z  — z
(2.58)
where ?'(;r) is given in (2.56). Combining (2.54.a) with (2.58) a.nd using 
(2.38.a) yield
' : ^ ° { z -  [ y ' { z - t Y '  F { z , t )
0 1
Y { z )  = (2.59)
Expanding F ( z , t )  for large z the coefficient f { t )  of the 0 ( 7) term gives 
(.see equation (2.4.d))
=  (2.60)
and expanding F { z , t )  in powers of z the coefficient f o { t )  of 0 { Y )  term 
gives
UoiUo =  0o. fo {i ) · (2.61)
Hence, the .solution v { t )  (2.4.e) of PVI is









f  z ^ ° { z  -  l Y ^ { z  - t Y ' d z .
{} (2.63)
¡ ,  z ^ ' ^ - \ z - i f ^ { z - t ^ ' d i .
ilTT J \
The functions j { t )  and /o(0 P’-’ f form of the integral rep­
resentation of the hypergeometric function and its derivatixe witli respect 
to its argument [34]. Therefore, for 0^ +  9i  +  9t +  0 ^  — 0 and for 
Re [9o ]  < 1 ,  R t [ 9 x ]  >  - \ ,  R e [ 9 t ]  ^  —1 the solution ot P\ I e(]iirvtioii c<in 
be expressible rationally in terms of the hypergeometric function.
where
2.4 Schlesinger Transformations For Painleve VI
In this section we give the Schlesinger transformations for P\'I [27, 32]. Let 
R ,{ z )  be the transformation matrix which transforms the solution of the linear 
problem (2.1) as ;
V" =  R . { z ) Y { z ) ,  (2.64)
but leaves the monodromy data, associated with Y { z )  the sam('. Let a/,, a/,;,
O'j =  9i +  A,· be the transformed quantities of iq, ta,, i =  0 ,1 ,/,oo. The 
consistency condition of the monodromy data (2.28) or (2.29) is invai iant under 
the transformation if Ai +  Aq =  k , Ai — Aq =  /, A^ c +  \ i  =  i n .  A,x, — A( =  n ,  
where k , l , r n . , n ,  are either all odd or all even integers. It is enough to consider 
the following three cases;
a  : <
9'i) — 0^ +  At)
9 \  =  9,
9', =  9,.
9 ' . 9oC, +  A.;
b :
9 ’o =  9o 
9 \  =  9, +  A,
9\ =  9t
, 9'oc, =  +  A,x,,
(2.65)
c : <
9'u =  9u
9 \  =
9't =  -f A,
9' =  Ö.X, +  A,x,,
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for Xj =  ±1, j  =  0,1, t, oo.
Let the complex r-plane be divided into two sectors b}' an infinite con­
tour C  passing through the points r =  0, l , i  and let,
R { z )  =  R ' ^ ( z ) ,  when .r €
Then the transformation (2.64) can be written as
[r ± ] ' =  R ^ { z ) Y ^ { z )  when i  e 5^,
(2 .66)
(2.67;
and the monodromy matrices (2.12), (2.17), (2.22) and (2.26) about
.:· =  0, l , f ,o o  imply that the transformation matrix R i z )  satisfies the following
RH-problems;
1 R*{z) = R -(z ) on
(.1 !
1 R*(z) = R-(zt^ ‘’ )^ on
h : 1 = R -(z ) on c r
\ R*(z) = R-(zt^ ‘ )^ on n+ '-1 )
1 = /?-(~~) on c rC !
1 RUz) = R-{ze^^^) on 6 ? ,
=  0, 1, f are parts of tlie·■ contour C with the ini
( 2 .68)
respectively. The boundary conditions for the RH-problems an' as follows;
a  :
b :
c  : <
i ^ ^ 0, € 6’+
R + ~ Y ! { z ) Y , - ' i z ) ^  1, - € .S’+
R *  ~ Y ; ( z ) Y , - ' { z ) ! ^ ^  i, i- G 5 +
1 oo, :: e 5'+,
■ R +  ~ a s 0, ~ G .S’+
a s 1, c G 5 +
a s c —> i, G 5 +
, R *  ~ Y i . i z ) & ' Y Z ' { z ) a s |::| (X), G 6'+,
' R *  ~ a s z G S +
R +  ~ a s 1, z  G .S'+
a s Z - Y t , 5 G 5 +




1'  A, 0 \
A i  =  1
V 0 o j '
s ,  =  (
oo 0
(2.70)
, ! =  0. U .
0
For each case a, b and c tliere exist a function R { z )  which is analytic everywhere 
and the boundary conditions (2.69) specify R { z ) .
Solving the RH-problem for each case we find the following transformation
matrices R j i z ) ^  j  =  1,2, · · · , 12 :
— 0^ +  1 
0\  =  01 
0\  -  0t 
0' oo — 0OO +  f?
0^)W= I 0 ^0 1 /  V - r i  u;„ri (2.71)
-  1 
e \  =
O't =  Ot
O'oo =  0 o o -
1 0 \ t  -I·.,
0 0 / I - a i+ ^  1/ \ U.Q Wo
(2.72)
e'o =  0 o - i
o \  =  0,
O'i =  0,









O', =  0,
O't =  Ot








- r - 2
1
(2.74)
O'o =  Oo 
O', = 0 ,  +  1
O't =  Ot





1 — to, 
- 7 · ,  10,7;
( 2 . 7 5 )
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θ'Q - Oq
θ',  = θ , - 1  
θ' г =  θ,
[ θ'^, =  θ ^ - [ ,
Щ ф )  =
- 7 - 2
I I  U H Ü 1 -  ^
^  ' », +g, 2
»1 (»1 1
θ'ο =  θο 
θ',  = θ , - 1  
θ ' t =  θ,
Ѳ'г>о — ο^ο +  1,
Щ ф )  =
-^ ’1
»ı»'ı 
»1 + 0 ¡
» I  +Ѳ\
Z -  1
(2.77)
θ'о =  (^ 0 
Ѳ ' , = Ѳ ,  +  І
Ѳ'і =  Ѳг
Ѳ'^  =  öoo -  1,
R ( s ) { ^ )  = і) + (»1 '  ^
- - L I
(2.78)
ö'ü =  Ö0 
ö'ı =  Ѳ, 
θ' t =  +  1
=  Ѳ,у^  +  1,
Щ ф )  =
о о 
о 1
(»  — Í) +
1 — (Í7(
- 7 · ,  ( í ’ , 7 · ,
(2.79)
θ',, =  Ѳ„ 
θ',  =  Ѳ, 
θ ' t =  θ , - ι  
{ θ'^ . = θ^- :ι,
(^(.ϋ)(~~) = I I Ut Wt  ^ ^* Ut+Ot 1
θ'о =  Θ„ 
θ', =  θ,  
θ'г ^ θ , - \





Ut +  Ot Г\
- 1
(2.81)
θ'о =  Ѳо 
θ',  =  θ,  
θ ' t = Θ ,  +  1 
[ θ ' ^  =  θ ^  -  1,
Γ φ φ  =
I 0
















Í - 0 . ,
{W iU i  +  tW tU t ) ,
and Ui, Wi,  i =  0, 1,/ are given in (2.6).
The linear equation (2.2.a) is translbrrned under any transformation matrix 
R { ~ )  as follows:
d Y ‘
~ d 7
/l'(c)V", Л'(,~) =  [ B . { z ) A { z ]  +  f ^ R { z ) ] R - H r : ) . (2.84)
Therefore, the entries u/¿ ü ,l, í of the coefficient matrix A ' { z )
can be determined in terms of the entries г =  0Л,/ of A ( z ) .
Let R(^j){z) and R(^i;^{z) be any transformation matrices which shift the pa­
rameters 6^Q, 6^1, Oi  ^ Ory^  to 9[) -|- Ay, ”l· A ], 9t A^ , Oryj T  A^^^ and
9{) +  A'o, 0\ +  A'l, Oi +  \ ' t ,  Or  ^ +  A'.x, respectively. The solution Y ( z , t :  u i zWi)  
of equation (2.1) is transformed under the transformation matrix /г(^(с) cis;
Y'{z,  /.; ti'b  w'i) -  R(j)[z, t] Щ, ■Wi)Y{z, f; 7q, 777,■).
Applying the transformation matrix R ^ ( z )  to one obtains;
Y " i z ,  t; -li" , го",) =  /?-(/,)(-, t; u' , ,  w ' i ) Y ' { z ,  t; ti'i .  w ' i )
=  R{k){-, t] ti'i, v/,)R( j^){z, /,; Hi, ■Wi)Y{z, t: 1/,·, -»),:).
( 2 .86)
Since u'i ,  w ' i  can l)e determined in terms of iii,  lOi, i =  0,1, /-, one can olitain a 
transforma.tiori matrix R { z ,  t ]x i i ,  Wi) - R ( f ; ) ( z , t ]  u'i, w ' í ) R ( i^ ){z J , ; u í z w í ) which 
.shifts the ])a,ra.meters ffi), 61 , to 0^ -)- Aq T  A^ j, T  A] T A i^. ()/ T  A/ -)- 
A'(, f^ oo +  A^ o +  A'oo· Therefore, using the transformation matrices R { j ) ,  
j  =  1,2, · · ·, 12, one ciui obtain the transformation matrix R { z )  which shifts the 
parameters Bq , Bf,  Bt, 6*00 by any integers. For examples, the t.ransformation 
matrices R^-j^e){z) -  /^ (3)(;r)i?(c)(r), R{,us )(~)  =  R { 4) { ^ ) R ( 8) {=] <">d 
R { i . 7) i^ )  — ^ ( i ) { ^ ) R ( 7){ · -) are given as follows:
=  0^ -  1 
B'\ =  +  1
B't =  Bt 
B '^  =  B^„
r ,  , . T ,  ^ (  ~ r a i ( U o  +  ^ o )  W\Wi)llo
R{:i.(>)[~) = J + — \ , , Л X
Л'з \ — (iio +  vu) iWo'-io
T'i — a7](Uo +  Bu) — 'Uo'WOi
(2.87)
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0'o =  00 +  1 
0 \  = 0 , - \  
0't =  0t
(V — 0 ^OO - O^O )
=  / _j_ J_ j +  0 \ )  WoW^Ui \ 1
4^ I —(ti] +  01 ) lUiUi ( 2 .88)
7'4 — W[)(U\ +  ^l) —
^^ 0 — 6^0 + 1  
0'  ^ = 0 1  +  1 
0't =  0t
fV — ^OO    ^oo ?
y?(K7)(-~) =  /~- +




y ' ( z ,  t ]0'o^ 0 ' \ , 0 ' i ,  0''Xj) =  R { j ) i ~ ,  t] 00, 0 1 , 0 1 , 0 o o ) y { z ,  t] 00, 01,01,00^,) , (2.90)
and
Y ' ^ { z , t - , 0 \ 0 " u O " t , 0 " , ^ )  =
/?,(,)(.:, t - 0 'o ,  0\ , 0'u  0 '^ > . )y ' { z ,  t: 0'o, 0\ , 0 \ ,  0'.^,),
then
^ ( i+ \ ) i~ ^ ^ ' ) 0  0^0' \ , 0 '  t , 0 '  ' y . , ) R ( j ) { z , t ] 0 o , 0 \ , 0 t , 0 , x , )  =  I  





Second-Order Second-Degree Painleve Type 
Equations Related With Painleve Equations
In this chapter we will use the procedure discussed in chapter 1 to derive 
all second-order second-degree equations of Painleve type which are related 
with Painleve equations via the transformation (1.38). Whih' some of these 
equations have been found before, many of them are completely new in the 
literature [30, 31].
3.1 Painleve I
Let ?;(:;) be a solution of PI (I.IG). Then, for PI the e(|uation (I. IO) takes 
the form of
"h +  A \ v  +  /l(j =  0, (3.1)
where
A:i =  2d^u^ — A a d u  +  2a ,^
/I2 =  d u '  +  ^deu^ +  (df — 3ae — >]bd)u — (cd — ' iab +  6),
/T == eAi' -f { 2 d f  +  ( A ) t d  +  (e' — 2 a f  — 2 b t  — 2 c d ) u  — (// — b" — 2 a c ) ,  
A o  =  +  (,r — b f  — t c ) u  — ( ( /  — be +  z ) .
(3.2)
Now, the aim is to choose a ^ b ^ . . . ^ f  in such a way that (3.1) becomes a 
quadratic equation for v .  There are two cases either the coefficient of v'  ^ is zero 
or not.
Case I: /I3 =  0 : In this case the only possibility^ is a =  =  0 , and one
has to consider seperatily the two cases i) e =  0 and ii) e ^  0.
Case I.i: e =  0 :
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One can always absorb c and / in u  by a proper Möbius translbrniation, and 
lienee, without loss of generality, one sets c =  0, and / =  1. Then the equation 
(3.1) takes the following form.
(yv^ +  {b' — b^)ti — (u '  — bu — c) =  0. (3.3)
Following the procedure discussed in introduction yields the following second 
order second degree Painleve type equation for u { z )
[u" +  bu' -  ib' +  2 b^)u +  ^(// -  b‘^ ){b" -  bb' -  ¿3) _  2 z b  -  1]'^
=  [u +  ¿ ( 6" -  bb' -  P ) ] '^ [24u'  -  2 4 b u  +  {b' -  b '^f -  24c],
and there exits the following one-to-one correspondence between solutions y (r ) 
and u { z )
u" +  bu' -  ( 2 b' +  b'^)u -  2 z b  -  I
a — V b i \ 1} = (3.5)
12 u 4- b" — bb' — b^
The change of variables u ( z )  =  p { x ) y ( x )  -|- q{x) · ,  z  =  z ( x )  where
j { x )  =  C \ X  -|- C 2 ,
R ( x )  =  c x p { - o  f  b i z ) d z ) ,
z  =  J  f ~ '^ R ~ ^ / ^ d x  4- Cs),
P(^) =
q(x) = -  ' ^ k f
+ f« ),
cp j  =  1,2, ...,6 are constants and R =  transforms (3.4) into the following 
form,
=  [ A ( x ) y  4- B { x ) Y [ ( : \ ( x y  — y )  -f C2y  4- C3], (5.7)
where /l(;r) and B { x )  are given in terms of /(;?;) and R ( x ) .  Tlu' equation (3.7) 
was first obtained by Cosgrove [9] a.nd labeled as SD-V.A. T Ik' ecpiation SD- 
V.A is the subcase C4 =  0 of the equation SD-V (1.33).
Case I.ii: e ^  0 :
Without loss of generality one can set 6 =  0 and e =  1. Herici', the equations 
(1.38) and (3.1) become
7/  4- c
n —
7; +  / ’
Av'^ 4- Bi> +  C  =  0,
respectively, where
/1 =  6, B  =  —(u'  -f 77·^ ),
C- =  ~ ( f u '  4- f  u^ -  UiU -  Ü0 +  6/^), 
«1 =  C -  /', Oo =  c' 4- ( ) p  4-
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The discriminant A  of (.*h8.b) is
A  =  (u +u^ +  12/)^ -24 (a iw  +  ao). (3.10)
If A  is not a complete square, that is, Ui and cq are not both zero, tlien (3.8.a) 
and
_  _  fu "  +  ifu  -  2ai )n' - /?/'■* + a\y'  ^ -  {a\ -  2au + 12/'^ )». -  c" -  I
n" +  u u '  — iP  — i 2 f u  — 1 2 c
define a one-to-one correspondence l)etween a solution u(c) of PI and a solu­
tion u ( z )  of the following second-order second-degree Pairileve Uq)e equation:
[2(ai?/. + iio)u" — 2a-[u'  ^+  R.2{u)u' — Q4{u)]^
=  [2ai'(// — a\iP -1- (a[ — 2a(j)w -f- (a'^  -|- 12 /a] )]^A,
where
/?2(«) =  -  («1 -  4tto)u -  (a() +  36/a i),
Q 4 { u ) =  -j- a \ i P  +  (a(, -|- 24/ai ) i P
+  I 2 { f a \  -  2 f a ,  -  2 a f u  -f- 12(/a(, -  2 f a o  +  12 f a ,  -  2ao «,).
Note that if a ,  =  f  =  0, then y  =  — u solves the following equation
y -  2?y?y' = :^{y' -  y^ ) + {y + - )^\/{y' -  y^ )^  -  2 l~·
The second order second degree Painleve type equation for y { z )  was first 
ol)tained by Bureau [2]. If A is a. complete square, that is a„ =  a ,  =  0 then 
a. satisfies PX in [22] (i)age 334).
Case II: A,,  f  0 : In this case the equation (3.1) can be written as
(•(; +  /i.)(/l(/^-f 5u +  C ) = 0, (3.15)
where
A = 2 d ^ i P  — 4 a d n  -|- 2a^ ,
B  =  d u '  -b d(3e — 2 d h ) t P  +  {d'  — 3 a c  — 3 h d  +  4 a d h ) u
— {a '  — 3 a b  +  2 f h  -t- 6),
C  =  { e - d h ) u ' +  { ( P +  2 d f - 3 d e h  +  2 d f P )  f
+  (e' — hd '  — 2 a f  — 2he — 2 c d  -f- Зoe/¿ -f 3 b d h  — 4 a d l P ) u
— {b' — b^ — h a '  — 2 a c  -(- 3abh, — (di. — 2 f l P ) ,
and h, is a. function of r. / =  h { e  — d h )  and 6, c, d, e satisfy the following 
ecjuations
(e -  2 d h ) { h '  +  bh -  a l P  -  c) =  0,
c' — be -j- -  =  h{b'  — h a '  — b  ^ — 2 a c  +  3a,bh — (id  — 2(fh.-).
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(3.17)
One has to distinguish two cases: i) d  =  0 and ii) d ^  0.
Case Il.i: d =  0 :
When d =  0, without loss of generalit}^, one can choose 6 =  0 and c =  1, then 
the equations (1.38) and (3.1) take the following forms
v ' +  +  c
u  =
V +  /
/lid +  B v  +  C  =  0,
respectively, where
A  — 2 a - , B  =  —(3au +  a' +  2 a ^ f  +  6),
C  =  id +  +  a f u  +  /(a/ +  2 a \ f  +  6) +  2 a c .
Clearly, a  should be different than zero, then (3.17) and / =  h yield
c =  /' -  α/^ f "  +  ()/' +  ~ =  0.
Then, for these choices u satisfies the following second degree eijuation of 
Painleve type
[SrCiC +  2 a ‘^ { 3 a u  -  l a '  +  (Sa'\f +  6)n' -  Q - . i { v ) Y  =  [2a'^n' -  (3.21)
where
A  =  — (8a"^ u' — — 2 a a \ u  — Oq),
c^?3(m) =  +  a^(5a' +  6a^/ +  42)u^
+ (i[2aaj — 2« i (2a' — 2 d \ f  — 6) +  aoju
+aa'fj  -  a o i ' in '  -  2 a ‘^ f  -  6), (3.22)
I h i « · )  -  +  2a(a' +  2 a ' \ f  -  12)u +  2a "  -  3a''·^  -  12a' +  tea'’ +  30,
rt, =  3a' +  2 d ^ f  +  18,
ay =  a * 4 {a ^  f 3 ) a '  4a'^(4ac -f- 3a^ _/^  -J- 0/) T  36.
Case Il.ii; d ^ 0 :
Without loss of generality, one can set a =  0, d - 1. Then / =  h { c  — h )  and 
(3.17.a.) gives
(c -  2/i.)(/i.' +  hh -  c) =  0. (3.23)
11 e =  2d, then / -  I d  and the equations (1.38) and (3.1) become
i’' +  bv +  c
u  = A t /  +  B v  +  C =  0,
i v  +  hy^ ’
respectively, where
A  =  2i/d, B  — « '  +  A i n d  — 3h u — 6,
C  =  h u '  +  2 1d u ^  +  {a \  — 3hh.)u +  ay — Od, 
a] =  2(d' +  bh — c), ay — —(// — fd — 12d), 
c' — be -f- ~ T  h{aQ — 6d) =  0.
34
(3.27)
The discriminant A  of (3.24.b) is
A  =  {u  — 3hu — 6)'^  — 8u^{a-[U +  ao).
If A  is not a. complete square, that is, a \  and Oo are not botli zero, then u 
satisfies the following second degree equation
[4u(a]U +  a o ) n "  — 3(2aiU +  — R 2 { u ) u '  +  Q : i i u ) Y
=  [3aou' — 2(o', — èαı)·u^ — (2a[, +  bao — I 2 a i ) u  -)- fiao]^A.
where
R a i u )  — ‘2[(« ) — 36ai)u^ +  (a(, +  3bao  — [ 8 a - [ ) u  — 6«o]·
Q di 'u)  — 2[36a'j +  2ai(ao — 36//. — 3//'^ )]//.^
+  [ l 2 a \  +  36(2a[) — bao) +  4ao(ao — 36/i)]ii'·^
+  12(a[, +  3 b a o ) u  +  36ao·
If e ^  21i, then c  =  h' +  bh ,  f  =  h { e  — l i) and the equations ( 1.38) and (3.. 
Ijecorne
u  —
v '  +  b v  +  c
Ax?' +  B v  +  (7 =  0.
(?/ +  h ) { v  +  e — h ) '
respectively, where
A  =  2u ,^ B  =  u' +  (3e — 2 h ) x ?  — 8 b u  — 6,
C  =  (e — /i)u' +  c(c — h ) x ?  +  {a \  — 8 b t  +  8 b h ) u  +  oo — 6(e — //),
«1 =  e' — 2/7 +  b (c  — 2/i), «0 =  —(/)' — b  ^ — 6e),
h" +  6/h^ +  z  =  0.
The discriminant A  of (3.29.b) is
A  =  [a'  — (e  — 2 h ) x ?  — 'Mm — 6]^  — 8 x ? { a \ u  +  «o)·
If A  is not a com])lete scjuare, that is, a \ a.nd cio are not both zero, then u  
satisfies the following second-order second-degree Painleve tyj/e e/piation;
[4//.(ai/i +  ao)fi" — (Toiti +  3«o)'7^ — F2{u)x i '  —
=  [(oiu -  3«o)i/.' +  R 3 Í u ) Y A ,
where
F 2ÍX1 ) =  [a\  — %ba\ +  3n.u(e — 2h) ] xF  +  (a¡j +  8bao  — 24 a j )x¿  — 6ao,
Q s { u )  =  ai(e — 2 h ) ^ i F  — [2(e — 2/¿)(a', — b a ?  +  4a, — (e — 2h)^Uo]xA
— [36(2a'j — 76ai) +  4ai(2ao +  6 h  — 2 1 e )  +  2(e — 2/i)(a[, +  h//ao )]'//.■’
— [12(a) — 3//ai) +  'M){2a' ¡^ — bat}) +  4au(au — 15e — 6//.)]?/.^
— 12(a[, +  3bao  — 'Mi\)u — 36ao,
R:}{u)  =  a i(c — 2 h ) i F  +  [2a) — o/za, — 3ao(e — 2//)]a^
+  (2a(, +  but) — 18ai)?r — Ga^ .




In this section we consider the P II equation. Let v { z )  be a solution of PII 
equation (1.17). Comparing (1.17) and (1.36), one finds that F\ =  P2 =  0 and 
C'i =  z v  -\- (X. Then the equation (1.40) becomes
+  A2V^ +  A l »  +  A q =  0,
where
A 3 =  2d^u^ — 4 a d u  +  2a^ — 2,
A 2 =  dt i ' +  3(/eu^  +  (d '  - 3«e -  2 b d ) u  — (a '  -  3 a h ) ,
/1] =  e u '  +  { 2 d f  +
+ ( t '  -  2 a f  -  2 be -  2 c d ) u  -  (b' -  b'^  -  2 a c  +  z ) .
A o  =  j u '  +  c /u^  { f  — b f  — e c ) u  — {o' — be cv).
To reduce (3.34) to a quadratic equation for v ,  there are two rases depending 
on the coefficient of is zero or not.
Case I : A 3 =  Q : This implies that d =  0, d^ =  1 . One has to consider 
the two cases i) e — 0, and ii) e ^  0 separately.
Case I.i: e =  0;
With a proper Mobius transformation, one can choose c  =  0, and / =  1. Then 
the equations (1.38) and (3.34) takes the form of
u =  v ' +  m A  +  b v ,  A i d  +  B v  +  C  — 0, (3.36)
r('s])ective 1 y, where
A  =  —3 a b ,  B  =  2 a u  +  60,
C  =  - { u '  -  bu -  o ), /;,j =  // -  d  T
When 6 0, u [ z )  satisfies the following second order second degree Painleve
type equation:
[ 1 8 P u "  +  6 b { 2 a u  -  2bo +  3 z ) u '  -  Qai«)]^
-  [4u2 -  2 a i b o  +  -  3:r)w +  3bb'^ -  2 b l  +  3 zb o  +  6ao'6]^A,
where
A  =  — [I 2 a b i i '  — 4 iA  — 4 a { b '  +  2b'  ^ +  z ) u  — b^ — 12 
Q d u )  =  8 i A  +  I 2 a { 2 d  +  z ) i A
+ 6(66[) — +  2 d b o  +  2zbu  +  +  4 a a b ) u
+3abbd>[y — 2a6y +  3azl>l  — (iabbu +  18cv6(6'^  +  z )
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When 6 =  0 the discriminant A  is a complete square, u is a solution of 
PX X X IV  in [22] (page 340).
Case I.ii: e 7^  0:
Without loss of generality, one can choose 6 =  0 and c =  1. Hence equations 
(1.38) and (3.34) become
a =
r' +  a  4- c  
+  ./■ '
Av'^ +  B v  +  C =  0.
respectively, where
(3.41)
A  — 3 a u ,  B  =  —{u '  ii^ — 2 a f  u +  6q),
C' =  — [ J u '  4- j t i ^  4- («1 4- <i.t^)u 4- «0 +  ,/6o],
'^1 =  I '  ~  ~  ('■ do =  —{a! 4" 2 a  f c  — z j  4- o.), 60 — 2 a c  —
The discriminant is A  of (3.40.b) is
A  =  (id 4" 4" 4 a  f u  4" 2ac — ~)  ^4· 12aii(a]U 4· <ïn)·
If A  is not a complete square, that is, a \  a.nd uq are not both zero. Then a  
satisfies the following second degree equation
[6u(aiu 4- a o ) u "  -  2 { 4 a x u  4- «o)«'"^ 4- F o { u ) u '  -  Q d u ) Y  
=  [ 2 { 2 a v u - a ^ ) n '  -  B ; { u ) Y X
vvhere
F:i{xi.) =  2a]ir* — (.3« ) — lltto +  \ . i k i f a \ ) \ i ^
— (3o.[, — 20(1/rto +  10ai6(j)(( — (io^ O^i 
Qr,(y· )  =  2ajz i ' ' 4- (3(i) — ao 4- 16«/(ii)(/.'
4-[3a[, 4- 12a/a'j 4- 4(2/'·^  -  4(ic -  c)a, -  S a f a o j i F  
4-[6o(3(i) 4" 2 8 a  f a \ )  4- 12(i/a[,
4-0(2rtcv 4- l)o i -  2iio(20/^ 4- 14ac -  ~)]u'^
4"[6o(3(/.[j +  4 a  f a o )  4- ( ш о { 2 а а  4-1)4· 2а1бц]'». — (¿и6|"|,
R'j,{u) =  2 a \  iF — (.3(d, 4- 4(r/ai — oa u)u ^
(3oq — 8(( /oq 4" 4<ii6o)i( — (io6(j.
If A  is a complete s(|uare, that is, rii =  ao =  0, then и  satisfiois PX X X V  [2‘, 
(page 340).
Case II: Л 3 7^  0 : In this ca.se (3.34) can be written as




A  =  2d^u^ — A a d u  +  2a  ^— 2,
B  =  d u '  +  d { 3 t  -  2 d h ) u ^
-\-{d' — 3ae. — Zhd +  4 a d h ) u  — {a /  — Z ab  +  2 a ^ h  — 2 h ).
— dli)'u' +  (e^ +  2 d j  — ■ideh +  2í/^ /i^ )u^
+  (e' — hd '  — 2 a  f — 2b e  — 2 c d  +  Зαe/¿ +  3 b d l i  — 4 n d l i  - )  u 
-(// -  b- -  h a '  -  2 a c  +  3 a b h  +  2 l d  -  2 a B d  +  r),
// is a iunction of z ,  / - h { t  — d h ) ,  and 6, c, d ,  t  satisfy the following equations 
(e — 2 d h ) ( h '  — a i d  +  bh — c)  =  0,
d  ~  be +  O' =  h{b '  — h a '  — b  ^ — 2 a c  +  3 a b h  +  2 I d  — 2 a ^ 1 d  +  c). ^
There are two distinct cases; i) d =  0 and ii) d  ^  0.
Case Il.i: d = 0 :
With a proper Mobius transformation, one can set 6 =  0, e =  1. Tlierefore 
e(|uatioris (1.38) and (3.34) become
v '  +  a i d  +  c
u A i d  +  B v  +  C  =  0,
(3.49)
n +  / ’
respective!}/, where
A  =  —2(a^ — 1), B  =  3 a u  +
C  =  — (id +  i d  +  a f u  +  Co) 
bo =  d'  +  2/(a^ — i), Co =  ,/fy +  2 a c  — z .
Then h =  f  and the e(|nation (3.47) impl}/
=  f  -  f "  =  2 f  +  z f  -  a .  (3.50)
When /1^ 0 , u satisfies the iollowing second-order second-degree (*qua.tion of 
Ihunleve tyf)e:
[8(a^ — l)^?i" -f- 2a{a'^ — l)(3au — 7a ' -)- 6/a^ — 6 f ) u '  — Q : } { u ) Y  
=  [2a (a ^ -  l ) a '- / ? 2(u)]^A, 
where
A = —[8(a*·^  — l)ti' — (a  ^-)- 8 )id — 2aaiu — «o],
Q i i i u )  =  (a^ 4- 8)(a'  ^ -f- 2)u^ +  a[(5a'^ — 14)rd -f 6/(a^ — l)(a'·^ -|- 4)]id
+  [2a(rt·^  — ! ) ( « '  -f 2 a f a - [ )  — 2a i(2a'·^  -|- l)a ' +  ao(a^ -f 2)]?/,
+  {a.’^ — l ) («o  +  2a/oo) — 3aa'cro,
/fy(«) =  a {a ^  -  i0)n'^ 4- 2[{a^ -h 2 ) a '  4- 2,/fyfy -  l ) { a ^  -  3)]n 
- 2 { a ^  -  l)[a " -h 2 c{a^  -  3) +  2a^] +  3 a a ' \  
a.\ =  3a' 4- 2/(a^ “  1 )>




Case I l . i i :  d  ^
Without loss of generality we set a =  0, d  =  1. Then (3.47.a) gives
( e  -  2 h ) ( h '  +  hh -  c) =  0.
If fc =  2/i, then j  =  h'  ^ and the equations (1..38) and (3.34) become
c' +  bv +  c




(u +  h)'^ ’
respectively, where
A  =  2 { n -  — 1), B  =  n '  +  4 h u ^  — 3/w +  2/i.
C  ■ h n '  +  2h'^ii^ +  (o] — ‘i b h ) u  +  a-o +  4/i^ ,
Ui =  2{ l i '  +  bh — c), au — ~ { b '  — b'^  +  Gh'  ^ +  r). 
c' — be +  a +  h { a o  +  4//.^ ) =  0.
The discriminant A  of (3.54.b) is
A  =  (id — 3 b u  +  6h)^  — 8(u  ^— l)(ai?x +  u q ).
If A  is not a complete square, that is, and ao are not bolJi zero, tlien u  
satisfies the following second-order second-degree equation
[4('f/d — l)(a ]U  -)- ao)i//' — 3(2aiu'^ a o u  — a \ ) u ' ^  — 2 F - i [ u ) u '  +  Q ,{ [x i )Y  
=  [3(aoU +  ai)u ' -  r i : Y u ) Y A ,
where
(3.57)
F z Y Y  — (ii) — M)(i\ ) iA  -|- (uq -f- ib<X{) 18/i.tt] )'ii^
— (a \  — G h a o ) u  — («(, +  65oo -|- r2/i.ai),
Q a Y i)  =  2[36(a'] -  2b( i] )  4- 2«,(ao -T 18/;.'·^  -t- 3.;)]fi'^
— [12/i(a'| -h 2 b a \ ) — 4(ii(ai +  6c)
35(2ii(j 5oo) — 4oto(i/o -)- 18h^ -f- iz ' j^vA
3[5(2iij t b i i Y  -|- 4cti(6//d T  ^) T  4/uZq -|- 4(i(j(56/i — 2c)]i//^  (3.58)
-f2[6/i(aj — ba-[) — 2ai(a] -(- 6c) — 36a(,
—2ao(«o +  18/id 4- 8 z  — 36''^ )]ri 
-f4[3//.a() — 0()(ai 6c — 66//.) -f 9//,^ «]],
F ‘A u )  =  2(a) — ba-i ) iA +  (2a[, -f ba^ -|- T2//.ai)/i'^
(2aj T  b(i\ — GIiciq v^. — 2(a(j 4- 2bciQ 4· 3ho,-[).
If c A  26, then c =  /// 4- bh and / == //,(e — //.) a.nd the eciuations (1.38) and 
(3.34) become
v '  -f bv 4- c
u  =
{ v  4- //,)(·/; 4- e — //,) ’
A - i /  +  B v  +  C =  0, (3.59)
39
./■5 p2 1 J'2 p
_  2'K 1 +f>CQ f _  C\ (7'-^ -l) + 2p7CQ /· _
" 1 J \ P‘1 1 7 0 pi ·
respectively, where
A  =  2 {u ^  -  1), B  =  u'  +  (,3e -  2//,)n^  -  36?/ -  6,
6’ =  (e — /i)u' +  ?:;(?; — h )u ^  +  (ai — 36c +  366,)?/ +  Oq — 2e(i — 6). 
o? =  <7^ +  hg, (¿0 -- —(6' — 6‘- +  r +  2e^  — 2e6 +  2h'^).  
h" — 2 IA  — z h  +  O' =  0, g  — e — 26.
The discriminant A  of (3.59.b) is
A  =  [■?/' — g u ^  — 36?/ +  2(2e — 6)]  ^— 8(?/^  — l)(ai?/ +  «o).
If A  is not a complete s/juare, that is, u\ and are not both z e r o ,  then b\’ 
using the linear transformation ?/ = p g  +  q, where p ( z )  and g(.:·) are solutions 
ol tlie follow'ing equations
p  — 2 g p q  — 2>hp =  0, q — gq^ — 3bq +  2(2e — 6) =  0.
y { z )  satisfies the following second-order second-degree equation
[ f ' 3 { y ) y "  -  p ‘' Q 2 i y ) y ' ^  -  p ^ R s i y ^ y '  -  p ‘^ S ( i { y ) f  =
[ T 2 { y ) y '  +  C i 4 { y ) f [ p ^ W  -  p g y ^ f  -  2T:,(?y)],
where
R - A y )  =  4{p^y'^ +  ‘2 p q y  +  q^ -  l)(ci?y -f Cq),
Q2{y) =  Tphy'^ +  i' P^.i2 +  '^qh)y +  dp/, -  ory(/2 -  2(yc,),
R-iiy) = K + gi' ifh -  •W'\)]y'^
+ [ p { p f 2  +  V ./2) +  g { ^ p ^ f \  +  •')c/<'-o)]?y^
+  [ p { p f \  +  V ./ ’i ) +  4?7p^ /o];i/ +  p(p/o +  2p'/o),
■ M y )  =  g'^P'^fsj/' -  [2p‘^ (<7/3 -  2p'/y) -  .<7^ (3?/c, -  pco) +  4p ' \ f . j ] y ' '
- [M H g A  -  M h )  + 4M 4q('i -  P(-o) -  -  ■5<7^ 'u)],'/'
- [ 2p^(p/i -  2.<y'/i) -I- 4/2(3?/c, -  pco) +  4/y(p·//·, -  or/q,)]//^
- [ 2p^(6'/o -  2//./u) +  4/2(p^/i -  5/ycu) -|- 20/yc,/, -|- 5p'//u,/y]?y-
-4[2p·/// -  5//co/i -f /o(37Ci -  p c o ) ] y  -  4/o(2p^/, -  o?/c„),
T 2 i y )  =  P l p ^ h ) /  +  i o q c i  -  ' i p c o )y  +  A q c o  -  4 p \ i \ ] ,
'^4(?y) =  g p ^ h y ' ^  +  p^ '[2./3 -  f sC ^ g g  - b )  +  ^ g p J M ^
+ p ^ [ 2 p '^ f i  +  8 f : s iq p '  -  g 'p ) +  2gp-'’j \  -|- ‘\ g q ( g  +  M f - i i q g  4- 6)]?y'^
+  [4p</Co -  4(pV/ +  pq ' )c o
+ 2(<7^  -  i)c ' -  -iqq'cx -f 4pp//o -  M }\{gq +  6)]?y 
+2[(?/^  -  f )iu -  2 q q ' ( g  + 2p\fo{gq + 6)],
c i= p (/ ,, Co =  q a . i + a o ,
If A  is a complete square, then tu =  is a solution of PXLV [22] (page 342).
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3.3 Painleve III
Let v { z )  be a solution of P il l  equation (1.18). Then, the eciuation (1.40) 
takes the form of:
.'Tn +  A-^v^ +  A 2 v  ^+  A ] V  +  A u — Ü, 3.()5)
vvliere
A 4 =  — 2 a d u  +  — 7
A:i =  d u '  +  d t t d  +  {d '  -  a t  -  b d  +  z ) u  -  {a '  +  -  a b )
/I2 =  t u ’ +  (<:' +  f  )u -  {b' +  J)
/1] =  f u '  -  t f u ^  +  (/' +  f  +  b f  +  c e ) u  -  (c' +  +  be)
A o  =  P u ^  — 2 c  f u  +  +  b.
1 here are three distinct case to reduce (3.65) to a quadratic e(|uation in V.
Case I: II A 4 0 then (3.65) can be written as
{ t d  +  h v  +  g ) { A v '^  +  B v  +  C )  =  0.
where
A  — d^ iB  — 2 a d n  +  — 7,
B  =  d u '  -)- d { t  — d h ) x B  +  (d' +  7 — bd  — a t  +  2 a d h ) u  
~ { a '  +  ^  -  a b )  -  h {a^  -  7 ),
C  =  (c — d h ) u '  — d [ d g  +  h ( t  — d h ) ] u ^
+ + r ~ li{d' + 7 ~ bd — at  + 2adh.) + 2adg\u.
— (¿^  + 7) + b.[a' + — ab) + lid{a.'^  ~ l )  — 9{a^ — 7)·
and «, 6, c, d, e, /, g ,  h satisfy
g { t  — d h )  -  0, lı■{t — d h )  — / — d g ,
d g h { t  -  d h )  -  p  -  P g f  d h [ d g  +  h { t  -  d h ) ]  -  d g ( t  -  d h )  =  t f ,  
g [ d  +  ~ ~  d(d' +  7 — 6d — ae +  2 a d h )  +  2 a d g ]  =  2c/, 
g[b' +   ^ -  h { a '  + ' ^ - a b ) -  h^{a^ -  7 ) +  g [ a ^  -  7 )] =  c' +  d, 
h\(d +  7 — h ( d '  +  7 — 5d — ae +  2 a d h )  +  2 a d g ]
- \ -g{d'  +  z  — hd  — a t  +  2 a d h )  — f  +  7 +  b f  +  cc, 
h[b' +   ^ -  h ( a '  + ' i p - a h ) ~  li^{a^ -  7 ) +  2 g { a f  -  7 )]
+ g [ a '  +  ^  -  a b )  =  ( c ' +  <Afl ^
(3.67)
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Hence there are two subcases i) e ^  d h  and ii) e =  d h .
Case I.i: l i  e ^  d h ,  then (3.69) implies f  =  g  =  h =  0 , and
+  6 =  0,  ce  =  0,
c  +  fd
+  6c =  0. (3.70)
The equation (3.70) gives c =  (d =  8 =  0. There are two subcases which should 
l)e considered separately : 1) d  =  Q and 2) d  ^  0.
Case I . i - 1: li d =  0 then without loss ol generality one can set 6 =  0 and 
c =  1. With these choices the equations (1.38) and (3.65) become
(3.71)
v '  +  av'^ , „
II· = ---------- , . A v ^  +  b v  +  C  — 0,
V
respectively, where
A  =  - z ( a ^  -  7 ),
~ zci'ii ”1“ z(d -f- d” rr, (.1. / 2)
c =  - i z u '  +  a).
Note that A  0, thus the second-order second-degree Painleve ty[>e equation 
related with PHI is:
[ 2 z ‘^ {a^ -  7)2ti" -  F i { u ) u '  -  Qai«)]^ =  -  l ) u '  ~  7?2(î')]''^A,
wliere
A = —[4~^ (a'·^  — 7)f/.' — z^ a^ xF
—2 z { z a a '  — +  a a  -|- 2'^)xt — { z a '  -|- o d- a')'·^ ],
T’i(w) =  z { a ^  -  7 )[~'(a''^  -  47)';/, -f z a a '  -  5a' -  3cvo d- 27],
Q'i{:u) =
-\-z{a^  — 7)(7iraa' -)- cA -f- aiA — 2' (^A -\- 2a-ya -)- 47'^ )ti“ 
d-[.r^ a(o  ^-  7)a" -  a^{za' -  a)'^  + a{a  ^d- 7)(~a/ -  a) 
d-2(tta d- 7)^  d- 7'(2o'^  d- 4o'a d- cA)\u 
d-(a'd- 7« d- \oi)[z {^aA -  7)0"
- z A i a ' ^  d- z { a ^  -  7 )a/ -|- o'(a^ d- 7 ) +  («^  +  7 ) '^],
R-i^u) =  ' fzmA — {(A — (xa^  — 37a — 70')?/.
d-(a^ — j ) { z a "  d- 2a') — { z a ' d- «  -f o;)(aa' — |cva — 77).





'i =  "■'(?; +  — ·''■),47






-  1 /2 _  A _  A(1(J — i — , Oq — Oiü{).
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The equation (3.76) wa.s also obtained in [2].
Case I . i-2: d  ^  0
With a proper Mobius transformation one can set a =  0 and d  =  1. Hence 
the equations (1.38) and (3.65) respective!}' become
a =
·(/ +  bv  
■{/2 +  t v  '




A  =  -u'2 -  7,
B  =  u' +  — (b — 7)·». — 7«,
c  =  tv.' +  (^1 -  6e +  ^t)u +  go -  ^ a t  +  'ye ,^
=  e' +  be,  go =  - { b '  +  7 ^  +  7«^)·
The discriminant A  of (3.77.b) is
A  =  [u' — t u ^  — { b ---- ) u  +  27c -----cv]^  — 4(7/·^  — ' ' ¡ ) {g \u  +  go ) .  (3.79)
If ,<7i and go are not both zero, then y  
of the following equations
·, where p { z )  and q [ z )  are solutions
1, 1
p'  — 2 t p q  — p { b ---- ) =  0, q' — eq^ — q ( b -----) +  27c -----n =  0,
satisfies the following second-order second-degree Painleve t}q)e ecpiation
\pF:Ay)y'' -  pC hW ' -  RXy)y' + p'SrXy)Y =
P^[T2 {y)y' +  G o{y)]% j' -  epi/)'^ -  2p^Fo{y)],
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P''Ay) =  ' {^c\y +  i'o )(,V * +  2ai?/ +  tto),
Q2{y) =  +  (i'o  +  oa\Ci)y +  « iC o  +  2 aoC i,
^ 4 ( 2/) =  p y c i jy '·  +  [pc'^  +  2 p 'c i +  2ep2 (c (, -  o ,C i)];i/^
+  b./2 +  ‘^ p' h  +  cp' i^SaiCo +  aof-'i)]?/'^
+  b/i +  ‘¥ f i  +  4 : e p \ f o ] y  +  p J l  +  2///„,
'^ ’5(2/) =  [ecj -  2e'ci +  pe'^Co -  a y C i ) ] i f
+  [ ^ . / 2  ~  Ji — 4 c i (c o  — (/-iCi) +  p e ^ (a ]C o  — «of-'i)]2y '
+  ['■ './1 ~  ~  4 ;jc , (a jc o  -  «o < :i ) — ^pf2{(’o —
+  [f'./o ~  2t//o — 4pf'2{aiCo — aoCi) — 4/2/i(co — «ic,]//“
~ o.o(^ \) +  .fo{(‘o — (i\<-'\)]y — 4pto{n\Co — aoC\), 
2^2(2/) =  — (c(j — 4 a ] C \ ) y  +  2auC] — a\CQ,
G - i { y )  =  [c\ +  C l i c q  — 26) +  ftp./2]2/^
+  [/2 ~  4cjaj +  ep(3ciC(j +  (Xo<^ i) +  2/2(6(7 — 6)]?/^
+  [./i “  2c|rto -  4coOj +  2 t p f u  +  2 f \ ( e q  — b ) ]y  
+./(j “  2cuCi[| +  2 j o { e q  — 6),
«1 =  ;<7, oo =  ^ { < r  -  0')> c, =  Jp,, Co =  ^ { q g i  +  g o ) .
/ 2  =  2 a iC i +  Co, . /1  =  2a iC o  +  OoCi, Jo =  cioCo·
where
.</1 =2/0 =  0 and 7 7^  0 then ((> =  '¡2+ ^  solution of PXL in [22] (page 
341). If (/] =  go =  0 and 7 =  0 then w  =  ^ is a solution of PXV I in [22] ([)age
Case I.ii: If c =  d h .  then (3.f)9.h) gives f  =  d g  and hence d  7^  0. Without 
loss of generality one can take a  =  0 and d  =  [ . Thus (3.G8) and (3.(i9) yield 
r(is])ectively
and
A  =  -  7,
B  =  u' -  (6 -  i)u  +  7c -  4o,
C  =  g \ u  +  g o ) ,
g \ =  - f c ' +  6e), (/0 =  6' +  46 -  tc +  7C  ^ -  7/.
./(.2/1 +  2c) — 0, e {g i  +  c) +  f  +  26/ — 0,
I  go -  +  6. CAjo =  / (7c -  4 a )  +  c' +  ^  +  he =  0.
Thus (1.38) becomes
v '  +  bv +  c , ^
■id + ev + J ’
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The discriminant Д of Ai/'^ +  B v  -j- C  =  0 is
Д =  [?/ -  ( b -  ^ ) u  +  76 -  -Q']^ +  4(u'  ^ -  j ) ( f u ^  +  g i u  +  r/o).
If A  is not a complete square, then one gets the following the second-order 
second-degree equation related with PHI
Щ г В  -  7 )(c?/, -  g o ) u "  -  u { c u  -  go)u '^  +  В з { г і ) и '  +  Qbiu)]'^  
=  [ u ( c u  — g o ) u '  -b /24(г )^]'^Д,
3.87)
where
FA'h) = {n^  - 7 ) (3c6, ·!/, + g'^^ - 2bigo + cbo),
Q--,{u) =  Ы г В  -f- 2 c { b \  +  h\ +  6<7o)'id'
- { 2 g ^ ) b \  -  2c6[, -  6і(уг' -f A g l  +  gol)\  -  4c6o6i -  1276)?/'*
— (2^ o^ o T 2 j^ch\ — Ь^)g'^  ^-f 1676^ 0 + ~ 2cb )^ii^
+ {2jgob\ -  2c-fb'^ j -  761^  ^-1- 47 r^2 -  2076061 + 4б7  ^ -  gub'o)n 
+7(25060 + 60.^ 0 + 4c7 iio — ('bo),
П л Ы )  =  2ceu  ^ -  2(б(/о +  b c ) iF  +  {gl  ^4- 2bgo +  6,.go -  2-^'ct)ti'^
+  (2c6 4- 2 j t g o  — jch^  — bogo)u  — 7 (5o +  26go +  (’bo),
6] -  - (6  -  4), b o = ^ i t -  l (x ,
if ./' =  0. If ./' Ф 0 then b}' using the linear transformation и  — p y  4- q, where 
p{: :) and q { z )  are given as follows
p { z )  - ^ t x p {  J  Ь(.ч)сЬ),  q { z )  =  - p { z )  J  (4+9)
} / { z )  solves the following second degree equation of Pairdeve type
[ і и Ш '  -  С Ь Ш ' '  -  r U y ) y '  +  F , { y ) S s i y ) V




F i ix j )  =  2p(?/2 +  +  a o ) { f x /  +  2c ^ y  +  co),
Qsi?/) =  p{2 fy^ +  3/32/^  +  /2?/ +  / ,) ,
^'4(2/) =  i p f '  +  V/).V^ +  (p/3 +  '^p'h)y'^
+  (r /2 +  ^P'./2)?/' +  (7\/'i +  2 p ' J \ ) y  +  (/./;' +  - I p ' U ) .
=  2p^ [2,/;i/"* +  - f^zy  ^ +  ./2?/ +  ./i]^
■Fiy) =  +  ( . / 2  ~  2c(j — 4aiC i);f/  +  J-[ — 2 a iC o ,
GV,(;i/) =  2 t p f y ' >  -  [ f  -  2/ (e<7 -  b) -  i e p f s l y ^ *
- 2[/' -  2 f a [  -  2 M e q  -  b) -  e p f ^ y ^
- [ J 2 ~  -  2fa'(j  -  2/2(er/ -  b) -  4 e p f i ] y '^
—2[/( — 2coaj — 2cia[, — 2 fi  [ t q  — b) — t p j o ] y
- U l  -  2co«i, -  2/o(ev -  /;)],
«0 =  -^{q — 7), (i\ — pi C] =  piJQ — <2), Co - ^ {p~< ’l +  <G'
./3 =  Cl +  _/ai, /2 =  Co +  4a]Ci +  /ao,
./1 =  C,|Co +  «oCl, ./0 =  OoCo·
If A  is a complete square, that is, C  -  0, then e c  =  0. If t  ^  0 tluMi this case 
reduces to the case I.i-2 with ax =  Uo =  0. If e =  0 and 7 =  0, tlieii w  =  zu. is 
a solution of PHI. If c =  0 and 7 ^  0, then w { x )  -  wheie r'- =  2,r. is a<t-|-
solution of PV with (*) =  0 [13].
Case I I :  It /I4 =  0 and 7^  0, then (3.65) can l)e written as:




£2 =  - [u ' +  ( « / + i ) n  +  / ( ^ ) j ,
C  =  -  i f  -  a p  +  c) +  (c' +  +  4 ^/-).
« - - 7  =  0, f { f - n p - c 2 , ^ { } ,
P c '  +  +  p ^ p )  =  c^ +  S.
U t  f  0 then (3.94) implies
c — ,/ ~  «./^j c' +/ I « "h «' “h r'2 p  2+ p  =  j i P  +  b ) .
Tlie discriminant A  of /I n^  +  B v  -j- C  =  0 reads
(3.95)
A  =  P  +  [ a j  +  ^)u +  p P ^ ) f  -  p a n  +  ^ ^ ) ( / 4  -  2cn +  ''' +  ^
./·
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and the equation (1.38) becomes
u  =
v '  +  a v^  +  c  
V +  f
Let y  — where p { z )  and q { z )  are given as
p { z )  =  ^ e x p [ - a  j  f ( s ) d s ] ,
(3.99)
<7(~) =  -  j], 0,
q { z )  =  ^  j\f{s)ds, a =  0.
Tlu-’in y [ z )  is a solution of the following second-order second-degree Painleve 
type equation
wliere
[F :s {y )y ' ’ -  C h W  -  R z W  -  F , { y ) S 2 i y ) \ ^
=  [Q2(.v)?/'-T’4(?y)P[;/^-2j.F3(2/)],
F i i y )  =  2 { a y  +  <T){fy^ +  2 c y y  +  co),
Q 2( y )  =  [ f i y  +  a ) { f y  +  Cl),
^3(?y) =  a(.C +  y/ ’)?y" +  (/  ^+  f / 2)2/^
+(./i +  ^ h ) y  +  +  ^Qj),
F - i i y )  =  2 p [ l a f y ' ^  +  (3ac, +  a f ) y  +  aco +  <rc,],
T 4 ( y )  =  2 a p f y ^  -  [ a { f  +  F f )  -  2 { p j 2 +  a q f ) ] y ^
- W i f  +  .^/’) +  2«(c ) +  F c i ) -  2 { p J \  +  qf2)]y'^  
- [ 2cr(c', +  ’j c i )  +  a(c(, +  <jcp) -  2 { a p c o  +  q f i ) ] y
-[o-(c(, +  ^Co) -  2 a q c u ] ,
(3.100)
(3.101)
a  — a +  a \  C| — U j  q — c), q,
p^f (p^ c \  +  6),
. / 2  — ^./ +  2 a c ] , ,/i — at'o +  2(tc\ .
11 / =  0, then w  =  z u  is a .solution of the equation
( w ” -\- p w  -\- |)^ =  +  p u d  +  (Tu; +  r ),
r =  -4(cv +  7 ’ / )^[/i +  (-<^)*/y
(3.102)
The equation (3.102) was first obtained in [13] and also in [9] which was labeled 
as SD-IIL. The e(|uation SD-III' was obtained from the equation SD-llI (1.30) 
by using the transformation
=  / /
- 1 d z . ,„ =  y ' / ^ ,  +  i / j / - v v , -  +  y (3.103)
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dropping bars, and renaming the constants. When / =  c =  0 then A  is a 
complete square, and w  — z u  is a solution of the simple equation
1 ,
w "  - - w w '
which has the first integral z tu '  =  +  lo +  k =constant.
Case I I I :  If A,\ =  /l.) =  0, then (i.dS) and (3.65) become 
v' +  av'^ +  hv +  c
u  —
t v  +  /
A v ^  +  B o  +  C  =  0.
respectively, where
A  — eu '  +  {tJ +  — {b' +  z b ) ,
B  =  f u '  -  t f  u^ +  (/ ' +  I f  +  b f  +  c t ) x i  -  {c' +  ^  +  be) .  
C  =  —{ p t L ^  — ' I c f u  +  +  ¿').
and
— 7 =  0, a t  — 0,
a +  G'
— a b  =  0.
V =  - ,  a  -  f j ,  ¡3 =  Q', 7 =  8  -  - 7 ,







L(‘t v { z )  be a solution of the P IV  equation (1.19). Then, for PIV the equation
(1.40) takes the form of
/i..)n* +  A'jv^ -f- /l2'n‘^  A \ v  /1() — 0, (3.109)
where
/I4 =  — 2 a d u  +  a.  ^ — 1],
A 3 =  2 [ d u '  +  2 d c i f  +  (r/' — 2 a t  — 2 b d ) u  — [a '  — 2 a b  +  4.::)].
42 =  2 t u '  +  (2d/· +  t^ ) u^  +  2(e' -  a f  -  be -  c d ) u  (3.110)
— (26' — Id — 2 a c  +  Az'^ — 4 «),
A i  =  2 ( f u '  +  f ' n  -  c'), 4(j =  - { p i d  -  2 c f u  +  (d +  2/i).
Now, the aim is to choo.se a , b , . . . , f  .so that (3.109) becomes a (|uadratic 
('(piation for V.  Ther(‘ ai-e three cases: I) A 4 =  /I3 =  0,11) /l.| =  0 , /I3 7^  0
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and III) /1., ^  0.
Case I; In this case the only possibility is e — d  =  0 ,a ‘ =  1 and b =  2 a z  . 
One can always absorl) c and / in u  by a proper Möbius transformation, and 
hence, without loss of generality, one sets c =  0, and / =  1. TIk'h the e(|uation 
(3.109) takes the following form.
2 { a u  +  2«  — 2a-)t’  ^— 2 u ' v  +  +  2 0  =  0. (3.111)
Following the procedure discussed in the introduction yields tlu' following 
second-order second-degree Painleve type ecpiation for u.(.r) :
[·(//' — 3au^  — 4 (u — a)u — 2ci0 Y
-  2 { a u  -f 2a -  2a )(u 2 -|- 2 0 ) ] ,
(3.112)
and there exits the following one-to-one correspondence between solutions v { z )  
of the PVI equation and solutions t i { z )  of the equation (3.112)
u  =  v '  -\-(iv'^ +  2 a z v ,
u" — 2 a z u '  — 3 a i 0  — 4 { a  — a ) n  — 2 a 0  
4 a z ( a u  +  2 n  — 2a·)
(3.113)
The change of variables i i ( z )  =  4a i / ( : r )  , :r =  a \ / 2  z  transforms the ecpiation 
(3.112) into the equation
iy -  = •'■'1;'/^ -  <53(.(/)],
y )  := 4y^  +  2(a -  ( y ) j0  +  \ 0 y  +  \ 0 { o ·  -  a).
(3.114)
The equation (3.114) was first obtained by Bureau [2], (equation 19.2 page 
207). The special case a =  a  of this eciuation was solved in t('ims of the first 
Painleve transendent. But we have not been al)le to show that relation.
Case II: In this case d  =  0, =  1 and to reduce the e(|uation (3.109) to
f|uadratic equation for v  one should take c ^  0. Since one can always aTsorb 
b and e in u  by a proper Mobious transformation, without loss of genera 
one may take 6 =  0, c =  1. Now the equation (3.109) can be written as
{ v  +  f ) { A v ^  +  B v  +  C ) ^ 0 ,  (3.115)
wliere
A  =  4(au -1- 2“ ),
B  =  -[2-a' +  10 -  2 a f  u +  2(ac +  4 z f  -  2 z^  +  2a)], (3.116)
C  =  } \ 0  -  2 { f  -  a f ) u  +  2c' +  2 f { a c  -f 4 z f  -  2 z^  -f 2a),
and c, / satisfy the following equations
/(/ ' -  a p  -  c) =  0, 2/[c' +  J { a c  +  4 z f  -  2 z^  -f 2a)j =  c^  +  2 0 .  (3.117)
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 ^=  f  -  f "  =  -  4-/'·^  +  2(~^ -  tt)/ +  y . (3.118)
Let n  =  ( —2/9)^ '^ ,^ and let u(r) =  ^(-)?/(,r) +  7/(rr), =  (,'"(~)i where
V i ^ )  =  j(./' — «./  ^+  /i)> <^ (~) =  ./'{^/(¿) +
If / 7^  0, then equation (3.117) gives
c(^) =  - ire (£ - )d £ ·.
(3.119)
Tlien one obtains the following second-order second-degree equation of Painleve 
type for y { x )
[ M y  +  ao)(?/ -  2 y y )  -  (;(/ -  -  P - i i y M y  -  i / )  -  Q M v ) Y
=  [ i i -  f  -  R M Y i i y  -  ( / Y  -  ‘?3(?y)].
(3.120)
where
f M u )  =  2 p  +  2(p^Oo -  2 a h  -  2 p q ) y
—p ^ a l  — a o { 7 a h  -(- 8 p q )  -1- 2 a  — a p  — 2a].
Q s i y )  =  i ( ip~ 'M y  +  ao)[hy'^ +  ( h  -h 2 p ) y  -f i^],
P M y )  =  2p-'^[bp~iM +  2 p { 3 p a o  +  2 q ) y
-f-p^ Oo -1- (4p<7 — a/i)au — 2cv -f a / i  +  2a],
S M y )  =  l ( i a p - ' ^ y { y  +  a o ) { h y  -f 2/i).
ddie coefficients in the equations (3.120) and (3.121) are given as follows 
h = 2 p x  + V- |p] -I- \y\ M O'
p (.t ) := M x )  ■= r/(~), ao =; ^ [r/ (c ) -b 2a_~],
The functions p { x M  qiyi’)·, and ao(.'r) satisfy the following equations
(3.121)
(3.122)
p p  -  2 { p q  +  a h )  =  0,
p q  -b p ^ a l  -  2 { p q  +  2//,)au -  2 { a p  -  2cv) =  0, (3.123)
p^{a\) -b a l )  — a lu io  — 2cv -f a p  -b 2 a  - 0.
The one-to-one corres])ondence between solutions v { z )  of the PIV  e(]uation 
and solutions y ( x )  ol the equation (3.120) is given as follows:
? /  +  aiM  —  Tjv —  //,
i ( ' ' ’ +  f )
4 a { y  +  a o ) i Y  +  p { i /  -  ] Y ) v  -b y { h y  +  2//.) =  0. (3.124)
If / =  0, then e(|uation (4.51) gives -b 2^ =  0. Thus C  =  Q and 
e(|uation (3.115) gives a linear equation for v .  Then one obtains the following 
transformation for the I’ lV  equation [13]
O'
= ± y -v '^ -2 z v - { -2 0 ) '%
=  i [2 -  2o +  3 { - 2 y y  fi =  -  J[l +  O' -b | ( - 2/^ )>/-^ ]T
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(3.125)
Case III: In this case tlie the equation (3.109) can be written as follows:
( v ‘^ + g v  -h k ) ( B 2v'  ^ -j- B j v  +  B o )  =  0, (3.126)
where B j  , j  — 1,2,3 are functions of ?i, c and g ,  h are functions of ~ 
only. One may considei- the two subcases: i) d =  0. and ii) d  ^  0 separately. 
Case I l l . i :  If d  =  0. then one has to take f  =  g  =  h =  0 and c  ~  //,
/i =  ( —2/f)’ /^ . Hence e ^  0 and with out lose of generalit\· one can take
h — 0, c =  1. The quadratic equation for v  reads:
3(a^ -  1)?;^  -  2 ( a u  +  a' +  4^);- +  2 u'  +  +  2 ( g a  -  2z^  +  2cv) =  0. (3.127)
One may distinct between the two cases ud +  3 =  0 and +  .3 ^  0.
Case I I I . i -1 If o^  +  3 =  0, then using the change of variables u =  2( u y - \ -  ^ :)'), 
X =  where ;/ is a non zero constant, one obtains the following second-order 
second-degree equation of Painleve type for y { x )
[y -  \ x y  +  (A -  2 X ^ x ^ ) y  -  2fi:Aa:]'‘^  =  - A { y ^  +  c r Y i y  +  \ x y  +  a), (3.128)
where
A =  — a: =  - ^ ( 2q +  a/i + - ) ,  a  = - ^ { 2 a  -  a y  - (3.129)
a u 2 2iX 2iX a
The one-to-one correspondence between solutions ?>(c) of tlu' PIV equation 
and solution y { x )  of the equation (3.128) is given by
__ a u ' — ‘.Uj~ — 2zv-\-'i fi.
2aiyi<
+  2 a u { y  — X x ) v  — u ^ {y  +  y^ — X x y  +  X' x^'  ^ +  k ) =  0.
(3.130)
The ecpiation (3.128) was first obtained by Cosgrove [9], and was lalaeled as 
SD-IVkA. The equation SD-IVkA. obtained from the equation SD-lVbA, which 
is the subcase c.| ^  0 of .SD-IV (1.31).
Case II I . i-2  If +  3 /  0, then let .s(:/·) be a. function such that
(.5^  — l)(.s^ -1-3) 7^  0, and let p { x ) ,  </(·'')> r [ x )  be solutions of the equations
(3.131)
■p(s^ +  3 )f =  6(.s'^  -  1), [s^ +  3)(/i -  2 q )  =  4s(4 +  4r),
(.s^  +  ‘X ) { p q  -  q p  +  <7^ ) =  (4 +  4?·)'·^  -  6(.s'^  -  l)(/is -  2r^ +  2 «).
Let =  7’(.x), a { z )  — •s(:i:), and u [ z )  - p { x ) y { x )  +  q { x ) .  Then the e(|uations
?/ +  a v^  +  c
py + g = / h /  +  B v  +  C =  0, (3.132)
where
A  - 3(.s·^  -  1), B  — - 2 ( 2 . s p y  +  2 s q  +  4 +  4?·),
+  ■ )^y + (3.133)
+4p.s(2,s(-/ +  4 +  4?·?/ +  (2 i iq +  4)' ]^, 
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give a one-to-one correspondence between solutions v { z )  of the P IV  ecjuation 
and solutions y { x )  of the following second-order second-degree equation of 
Painleve type:
[ y + 2 { y + a o ) y - 4 y ' ^ ( y  +  ao)]'^ =   ^  ^ - 9)y^-htqy-hcu]^(//-//-). (3.134)
The functions ao, C|. co are given in terms of the functions i>{x) ,  q i . v ) ,  r { x )  
and s { x )  as
MiLZlO, ·.«Ü -  ,,(,2+3) +  •■^) +  âpTzryPs +  nirs],
c, =  -  9) -  2r(5.s  ^+  3)] +
r„ _ _ ir ± 3 ) l : :  I ■■>(.---Чз)(.уЧ1г4 /.-Л2
- p - -  9) -  474/(os  ^+  3) -  32sr' ]^ 
+  M s ^  -  l)[/7(.-s'^  -  3) +  4(sr^ -  ovs +  1)],
(3.135)
case I I I  .ii: If d 0, then without lose of generality one can take a =  0. d =  1. 
The equation (3.109) can be written as follows:
(e*· y v  +  -f B ]  V +  B u )  =  0, (3.13G)
where
B 2 =  3(7/4 -  1). B , =  2 u '  +  (4c -  Ц ) п ^  -  4 b u  +  3./} -  S,:
B o -  2(c -  ( j )u' 4- {e^ -  <J^  -  f )n'^ +  2(c' -f 2b g  -  be -  c)// 
-(2// -  l)  ^+  4z'^ -  4a) -  y { 2 ( /  -  S z )  -b 3/,
and /7, c, c, /, g  satisfy the following ecjuations:
y{( -^y) = ·^ ./’(t-.v) = o,
f ( , · '  +  be -  2c) =  0, / +  2 b f  =  g { e '  +  be -  c),
f ( 2 b '  -  b‘^ +  3/:- -  8zc -  3/ +  4z'^ -  4a) =  +  2 0 ,
g { 2 U  -  b'^  -b 3c  ^ -  8^e -b 4z'^ -  4 a )  =  2e' +  2/(3c -  4c).
(3.137)
(3.138)
Case III,ii-l: If / =  g  -■ 0, then e(|ua.tion (3.138) gives c =  //, //■ +  2 0  — 0. 
Let p { x ) ,  q { x )  and r [ x )  be solutions of the equations
pi- =  1, p =  2 { t  +  s q ) ,  p q  -  sq^ -f 2 t q  -  3s +  4?·. (3.139)
wheie t { x )  and r { x )  are arbitrary functions. Using the change of variabh' 
.:· =  r ( x ) ,  a { z )  - p { x ) y { x )  +  q { x ) ,  and defining b { z )  := ¿(.'7·), / (c ) := .ş-(.r) one 
may write the quadratic equation for e as
3(?y +  2 а \ у  +  uo)i>'^ +  2[ i j  — ■sy^)v -b ( 2 c i y  +  cq) — 0, (3.140)
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where
a i = P  9, «о =  Р (g - 1), Cl =  i +  p - ’ ( i6· - /0 ,
(3.141)
Co = p '^ [2pqc\ — {2pi — — 8r.s + 3.s^  + 4 r^  — 4q·)].
A.ssurne that. ci and Co are not both zeros. Then the equations (3.140) and
(/ +  bv  +  c
py + q = (3.142)2 I ’+  e?’
give one to one correspondence between solutions ;;(-) of the P IV  equation and 
solutions y [ x )  of the following equation:
[P:i{y){y -  ‘¿w y -  -  2(52(.v )(:'/ -  -  R4{y){y -
+P3{y)F2iy)Y = [2F2{y){y -  sy'^ ) + Ch[y)Y[{y -  si/f -  -/'■,(;(/)],
where
(3.143)
F ' i {y )  =  6(cii/^ +  (/2.i/^+ir,?/ +  (7u),
Q 2 { y )  =  +  2 {у 2  +  2aiCi)?/ +  -  2aiCo,
R ^ i y )  =  3[3sci;(/·' +  (c] +  2sg2 )y ' ' ’ +  {¿2 +  ■‘* 9 \ ) у ^  +  У \ У  +  <7u]'
F 2 { y )  =  с \! Г  -  Ц(/2 -  4«ici);(/ +  2fy, -  З01С0, (3.144)
f^M(y) =  3[^ sC];(/·' +  (ci +  ^C] +  4.saiCi);i/^
+  (<72 +  .^</2 ~  4a‘iCi +  3.s’(/i — 2.saiCo)j/^
+  (5<i +  piJ  ^ ~  2a’oCi — a’]Co +  2 ^ у ц ) у  +  +  ^^ 0 ~  c'-uco]·
The coefficients of (3.144) can be written in terms of the two arbitrai'V functions 
t , {x ) and .ч(.г·) as follows:
1 1
<J0 — i^<oC().(J2 — ;^ (<^ c) +  4<iiCi), (7i — <ı^ )(■  ^ -f «iCo,
When Cl =  C() =  0, one obtains
e' +  be — c =  0, 2b' — b  ^ +  Зс“^ — 8;^ c +  A{z^ — a ) =  0.
(3.14.5)
(3.14())
and the equation (3.140) reduce to a linear equation for v .  In this case 
w  — solves PXLII in [22] (page .341).
Case III.ii-2: If /  =  0, g  ^ 0, then equation (3.138) gives g  = c, and
c^  +  2fy =  0, c' +  be -  c =  0, 21/ -  /+ +  3e^  -  8^c +  4{z'^ -  n ) =  0. (3.147)
In this case B o  in the e(|uation (3.137) is zero and the equation (3.130) is linear 
in V, B 2V -\- B \  =  0. This case is the same as case III.ii-1 when rq =  cq =  0. 
Case III.ii-3 : If / ^  0 , then the equation (3.138) gives g  =  c, and
c — (^e  ^+  6c), / +  2b  f — cc — 0,
/[2c' +  /(3c -  8.~)j =  e(r/ +  2/f),
/(27/ -  6- +  3c'·^  -  8гс -  3/ +  4z'^ -  4 a )  =  c^  +  2/F
(3.148)
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Note that if e =  0 . then equations (3.M8) imply c =  0, / =  0 which contradict 
the assumption / ^  0. Thus one has to take e ^  0 . Let ¡i =  ( - 2/^ )'/'^ , and 
let u { z )  =  i { z ) y { x )  +  7/(~), a· =  ( (c ) ,  where
(.TJ49)
( ( - )  =  exp -  /-' ,
C(~) =  - - ¿ f  " ^ i z ) e i z ) d z ,  7 i {z )  =  ^ ( t '  +  be +  2 f i ) .
1 lien the equation (3.13()) can be written as
+  P — f — .s(;i/ — y ^ ) v  — y { h y  +  2 / i )  =  0.
where
h ( x )  =  2/i,r +  //, \jx\ +  |;y| ^  0, 
p { x )  : =  ( (c ) ,  g(.i·) := r/(c), s { x )  : =  ^ ( z ) t { z ) .
Equation (3.150) and the equation
_  v '  -  Tjid — (e?/ — b ) v  — { f r /  — c)
"  ((n^ +  en +  /) ’
give one-to-one corres])ondence between solutions ■(.'(-) of tlx' P IV  equation 




W y X i j  -  2 y y )  -  2 [ p y  d- q ) { y  -  i / Y  -  P Y y ) { y  -  y · )  -|- F 2{ y ) Q : s { y ) ] -  
=  [ 2 ( p y  +  q ) { y  -  //-) -  /f3(;v)] [^(?/ -  ¡ Y f  +  .S',(;iy)],
where
F ' A y )  =  '^[p’lY  +  2<7;(y -h /j-' [q^ -  1)],
P - A y )  =  3[2p/y·’ -1- { \ p  -  p^  -t- -?,q)iY
H y  -  2^ ! +  ^ ) y  +  -  i ) ( i  +  i ) ] .
Q A y )  =  4.s“ -{-l//.yny·* -h { I h q  -|- o / i p ) i Y
-t-[8/u/ -h -.\hp-^)q'^ -  !)];(/ 4- ‘i p p ~ Y q ^  -  1) } ,
R - A y )  - 3[2p;iy·' -1- iR uY  +  'jYqp -  p q  +  5iy'^  -  3)?y 
p j l i f Y -  l ) i p  +  q)  -  A jq ] ,




Let v { z )  be a solution of the fifth Painleve equation PV ( 1.20). The equation
(1.40) becomes fifth order polynomial in v  as follows




A s  -  [ d u  — a Y  —
A 4 =  2 ( d u '  +  d ' u  -  a' )  -  ?, {du -  a Y  +  ] { d u  -  a )  +
A s  =  2 ( e u '  +  e ' u  -  I/ )  -  2 { d u '  +  d ' u  -  a ' )  -  ( t u  -  h Y  +  t i c  u ~  h)
- 2 [ d u  - a ) [ 2 { c n  -  6) +  { f u  -  c)  +  1 ] -  ^  -  26,
A '2 -  2 { j u '  +  J ' t i  — c') — 2(e?r' +  e ' u  — //) — ( e u  — h)'  ^ — ^(ei/ — h)
- 2 { f u  -  c ) [ 2 i e u  -  6) +  (^u -  a) -  i ]  +  ^  +  f  +  ^  -  26,
/1, =  - [ 2 { f u '  +  f ' u  -  c' ) +  3 { f  u -  c Y  +  H f u  -  c) +  f  ],
A o  =  { f u  -  c)'  ^+  .
Note that, if ^5 =  0 , then /I4 =  0 . Therefore in order to n'duce (3.155) to 
a quadratic equation tor u one has to consider the following three cases; I) 
/I5 =  A s  =  0  , II) /I5 =  0 , /I3 7^  0 , and III) /I5 7^  0 .
Case I: If A s  =  A s  =  0 , then d =  c =  0 . Thus one should take / Y  0 and
hence without loss of generality c =  0 , / =  1 . This gives a  =  cv =  0 , and
where
, o 2 2 B 2o'
2 h' +  +  +  2 6  =  0. (3.157)
Let z u { z )  =  p { x ) y { x )  +  i i ,  z  =  r { x )  =  exp [-2/ '' ^ d x ] ,  where i>{x) =  2/i.r +  /A 
/i - ( - 2^ ) ’ /^ , and ;/ is a constant such that |/i| +  \i/\ ^  0. T Ikmi the (juadrat 
(filiation for V can hc' written as
1C
y{y + ¿¡ip 1) + (i/ — y^){— — 1) — + 2c\y + C()) — 0. (3.158)
where
pz
and Ci(x) [^/i — zh{::) ] satisfies the Riccati equation
+  - ( 7  "h Sr)rp  ^ =  0.
The equations (3.158) and




give one to one correspondence between a solution v ( z )  of PV and a solution 
;!/(.t ) of the following equation:
[ F ' l i y Y y  -  2 y y )  -  (y + C x ) { y  -  y^ Y -  Ps{y){il -  ]Y) + (h{y)Y




F 2{ y )  =  2 {y'^ +  2 c r y  +  Co),
F s i y )  -  4j/^ +  2(3ci -  -  4p“ ^(/ipci +  77’)?/
- 2p - ^ [ p ^ c l  +  pp'^c] +  2(7 +  6r ) r p c ^  +  26(3/7 +  2)/·'-].
Q r A y )  =  8(7/^  +  2 c \ y  +  6'o)[3y  ^+  (oci +  4/7/;“ ' )?/^
+  2(3/777"' C] +  Co)// +  2/7/7"' 7'o],
F A y )  =  8y·  ^+  2( l lc i  +  f i p ~ A ; A
+  2/7"^ [i0/7''c  ^+  2 p p c \  +  2(7 +  (j6r)r];i/
-\-2p~-^[?>pA -:l +  p p ^ c \  +  2 ( 7  +  3 6 r ) r / 7 C i  +  2 6 ( 3 / 7  +  2 ) 7·'·'.
Case II :  If /I5 =  0 , /I3 A  0 > then ri =  0 , a =  . If e =  0 , then (3.155)
can not he reduced to a quadratic eciuation in . Let c ^  0 , and without 
loss of generality let 6 =  0 , e =  1 . Then the equation (3.155) can he reduced 
to the following qiifixliiitic equation for v :
AsP' +  { A 2 — J A ' j ) v  +  /1] — f A -2 +  P  A ‘2 =  0,
where / , and c satisfy the following equations
./(./ +  t )(/ ' — aj'^ — c)  =  0,
(3/ +  l)(c '' +  f a ' A  +  2 f { f  -  l)(a c  +  6) =
( / + l ) [ 2/ ( c ' + f ) - ^ / ' ' - f ( / + l ) · ^ ] .
(3.164)
(3.165)
One has to consider the following thia'e crises / =  0, / =  —1 and / (/  +  1) /  0 
sc|)eratihc
Case Il.i: If / =  0, then e(|uation (3.165) gives -r'-'c“ +  2/1 =  0. Thus 
/!() =  A \  =  Q and e(]iu\tion (3.155) reduce to a linear equation A- \ v  +  A 2 — 0 
lor 77. Thei'efore one ol7tains the following transformation for the PV^  e(|uation 
(17|
=  1 __________ ,________  2(- 2g)'/+i<______ ^ ^
=i/-(2a)'/2y2+[(2a)l/2_(_277)>/2) + (-2,'.)l/2-]„+(-2/7)'/-' '
«  =  +  ( - 2 6 ) ' / 2 [ l  -  ( 2 « ) ' / ^  -  ( - 2 /1 ) ' / ^ ] } · ^
P  =  j h b  -  (-26r/2[l -  (2cv)‘ /·^  -  ( - 2/l)'/''])^
7 = { - 2SyF[ { -20yr  ^-  2cv) '/2], 6 = 6.
(3.166)
Case Il.ii: If / =  —1, then equation (3.165) gives (a +  c)'^  +  26 =  0. Assume 
that q' find 6 iire nol. both zero, find let //(.-i:) =  c ( / 7  — //) — 4 (4//— | ) ,  ^
where / 7 =  (2o')'/'' +  | , u =  (-26)'/'A find
K =
{ 2 u)  ; /y 0,
;y =  0.1 .2 ’
(3.167)
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Then the quadratic equation for v  can be written as follows 
i y ^  +  2^ıy- l · f^^ +  2 0 ) ( - - l )  + x y ( - - l ) + K h : ^ 2 m j - i y  +  2 y )  =  0. (3.168)
(3.169)
.t’ / w
The equations (3.168) arid
2~v' + (2/i — l)i/^  — (2i/~ + Ay — 1)(> + 2 ft
y = 2( e - l )
give one to one corres])ondence between a solution v (z ) of PV and a solution 
y(.r) of the following equation:
l y - ^ ^ r - l ! y - 4 ^ [ y ^ - Q 3 ( y ) h
Qrs(y) : =  4 t /  +  ^[i^(4ft -  1) +  2j]y~ (3.170)
+  i[/.(/i^ -  ft +  20) +  2,n']y +  +  20){2'f -  ;.),
when u ^  0, and
[;'y -
Q‘i[y) :=  27 (1/  ^ +  2fiy +  ¡0  +  2/3),
(3.171)
when ¡y — 0 . The e(|uations (3.170) and (3.171) were obtained by Bureau [2] 
(equation 18.6 page 206 and equation 20.5 page 209 respectively). Note that 
if 7 =  A =  0, then
U) =
2zv' +  (80')'/'·^ ?^  ^ — 2 [(8o')*^^ +  f]·'’ +  (8o')'^^ +  2
u -  1
(3.172)
is a .solution of the e(|uation (3.104). Case Il.iii: If / (/ +  1) 7^  0, then 
('((nation (3.165) gives
/" = 57/Sh(/')·' -  '-J ' + y/(/ + 0" + + ?/ +
<■· =  f  -
■'i/+l 
2J U + \ )
By using the change of va.riable t t { z )  =  ( { z ) y { x )  +  r i { z ) ,  x  =  (,(-)■ where 
/< =  ( - 2/il)S^ i(.-) =  exp|- r  ^
C(-) =  - i r i ( i ) l / ( i )  +  i|<ii· ! , ( : )  =  i ( ; / ' +  /i),
one can write the quadratic equation for v  as follows
T-2— y{y +  2 a ,)( l  -  1)" + (!/ -  v‘ ) { -  -  1) -  2(!/“ + 2c,„ + c„) = (I, (3.175)
( ( / 2 + 1 )  n  V
where
h { x )  -  2fix +  //, a, =  f ,  \n\ +  \u\ 7^  0, 
(i>{x) j \ z ) ,  Cl : =  +  1) -  a -  c], (3.176)
Cu : = + (/+1)·^ l ( y f  +  r/ -  a -  t - y  +  2 b].
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The equations (3.175) and
y  =
1
+  f )
^ { z v '  +  z a v ^  — zTjv — /¿), (3.177)
give a one-to-one correspondence between solutions n(c) of the PV equation 
and solution y { x )  of the following equation:
[ f '2{ y ) { y  -  2 y y )  -  i y  +  c i ) { y  -  t / ) '^ -  P 3 i y ) { y  -  y^)  +  p 2{ y ) Q : A y ) ] ' -
= [iy + tt)(?y - y^ ) - P:iiy)V[{y -  y^ f +
where
F-iiy) = 2(?y ^  -1- ‘l e v y  + C o ) ,
P : A y )  -  +  2(3c, +  5-2^ - ( ^ -«■);(/'
+ 2 [ c i  +  c „  +  ( ' l i  2 4 ,( 1+ 1 ) -  « i ) ] 2 /  +  Co +  2 c o ( ^ ,^ ( ^ ’^ , j  -  « i ) .  
Q s i y )  — 4i/>[3?/^  +  (5c] +  4αı)?/  ^+  2(3aiCi -|- co);(y -|- 2aiCo],
p  ( , , \  _  -1(2y.-|-l) 3 I or„ i  , (Il'A-t-S).. 1..2P-Ay) -  (^ +1) y + 2[ai - 24,(4,+i) + (^ +1) (py
(3.179)
2 I (5r/)-f-3)
+ 2(s T n 'i  +(0+1 ) 'l ^  (0+1) Co -  2c, ( 2(h((p+1) - a , )  -  Ci]i/
20(0+1) '^0’ 
•^ 'i(?y) =  8y ( y  -b l a ,  ) { }A +  l e v y  +  q,).
Case I I I :  If A t, A  · Ihen the equation (3.155) can be written as:
{ t A  p  y v ^  p  h.v p  ' k ) { B 2 V^  -f- B ,  v p  BA) =  0, (3.180)
where B j  ,y =  0, 1.2 are functions of u ' . a ,  z  and h , k are functions of 
.;· only. If k  =  0, then one gets /ly =  0, and hence / =  0 , : Pc -  -f 2/1 =  0. 
This implies that A ,  =  0, a.nd (3.155) takes the form of
A t,v  P  A , , v '^  +  A 3V -f- /I2 — 0, 
and the equation (1.38) now reads
v '  -b bv P  c
u =  --- ----------.
-b e v
The discrete Lie-poini .symmetry of PV [13]
V — d' =  —/f, /y =  —n, 7 =  —7, ¿1 =  b.
V




When k A  d, one should take 7 =  0, d 7^  0 , and without loss of generality 
a =  0, d  =  1. The functions e, ry, k should satisfy e =  —(/ -f 1),
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0 — ~ U  +  “ )» li· — “ ./ +  1, f'" — — where h , c  , f  are sohil ions of the 
following equations
(6 +  c ) ( / - 1) =  0, (6 +  c ) ( c - i )  =  0, (b +  c) '^+  2 8  =  0 , /' + 6( / _  1) =  0,
2 f [ l /  +  I  -  he +  t / ( /  -  1)] -  (/ +  l)o 2 +  f  (/ -  1) =  0.
(3.184)
The equation (1..38) and the quadratic equation for r> , respectively, become
u  =
v '  +  hv +  c
B2V^  + B\V T fiy — 0. (3.185)
wliere
B> =  — %2  u  -  B^ =  2 u' +  (/ -  l)t/'-^  +  rw -  ^ ( /' -  1),
i J „ = f [ / V - 2c/„ +  .^ +  # ].  ■ ^
The following two cases should be considered seperatily.
Case I l l . i :  If / =  1, then equation (3.184) gives b =  ^  jy , c  =  — 
where ,y =  { - 2 6 y / \  and fx is any constant such that /2(2// +  1) = 0 .  Let 
! j { x )  =  —i { z u  +  /x) , =  Inz. Then the equations
_  Zv'+f iv ' ^+uzu-f i
y  -  ¿(.-Ip
(;i/'^  +  2iiiy -  +  2a')'(;  ^ -  2iyv -  (y'^  -  2ifiy -  fx'^  -  20) -  0.
(3.187)
give one to one correspondence between solutions ?d~) «1 «nd y { x )  of 
the following equation;
[y -  -  '■'^ exp(x)]'' [^;(y -  Q . i [ y ) y
. . .. {'J.lOo)
Q x i v )  +  2(/,i^  +  O' -  0 )y^ -  A i i i i a  +  0 ) y  +  (//.^  -  2a')(/i'-^  +  2 0 ).
When jy =  —2/ the e(|uation (3.188) hecornes
[y -  =  - 4 [ y  -  exp(;r)]'' [^?y -  Q 4 y ) ] ,
C-i(?/) := +  2(//^  +  O' -  0 )y'^ -  4i/i(tt' +  0 ) y  +  ( j B  -  2 a ) { i B  +  2/4),
whicli was obtained by Bereau [2] (e(|uation 16.13 page 203).
Case I l l . i i :  If / y  1, then (3.184) gives  ^ =  0 , 6 =  —c, c =  and / 
satisfies the following expiation:
L(T u { z )  -  ^ { z ) y { x )  +  //(-), X =  ( { z ) ,  where
y  =  (-2/4)'/^ a z )  =  e x p [ - r
C(.X =  - \ r m U m  -  i ] d z .  V i ^)  =  7 J l j z T ) [ + r  +  i y . f  -  i)],
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(3.191)
у  z i ( v - \ ) ( v - J )
and define ф{х) := / (-)· Then the equations
where
{x/ +  2aij/  +  - { ф - \ ) { у  -  y' )^v -  фу{у +  2 c i )  =  0.
h [ x )  ^  2 i i x  +  ;/, c, =  ф ,  \ у \  +  \u\ ^  0.
/ , \ '/> 2 2cvci>^
— (‘\ ~  ^7 ay — a| /^2 ·
give one to one correspondence between solutions /'(r) of PV and 
the following second degree equation:
(3.192)
(3.193) 
y { x )  of
[y-2 i/y-2 (j/-d ,)(.(/ -y^ ) +  ^ i^ % ^ ]·^  =  [ d , y - d ^ , ) \ y - y y ^ Q , { y ) ] .  (3.194)
where
1^ -  ф(фГГ)^ +  Д ’ 2^ -  Т)-,h ’
1 ) , 2д(0+1)
Н . ( ф - 1 )  ^d'-i -  4,(ф-\)'
Q- x i y )  — p^rfpL'/  ^+  (''И +  <^ i)y^  +  (^ 0^ +  4aiC])?/ +  2аоС|].
The function ф ( х )  satisfies the following equation
3 2 h  ■, 4ci' 3 2/i^





Let v ( x )  be a. solution of PVI equation ( 1.21). Then, for P\T the equation
(1.40) takes the form of
/1()П -j- Ar>x’ 4“ -f" A:yv^ A- у4'2'п  ^ -h -4j?> A q — 0, (3.197)
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A(  ^ =  ( d u  a )  — )
Ar, =  2 ( d u '  +  d ' u  — a') -  2 ( z  +  l ) ( d u  -
where
c)  — 3 z ( d u  — a) +  ^(t-i) ' ]^
(3.198)
/1., =  2 ( e u '  +  e ' u  -  b') -  2 { z  +  l)(du ' +  d ' u  -  a' )
- { e u  -  b y  +  -  b)
~ ~ ( ; - l )2 [‘’■^ '(-^  +  4- +  i )  +  /^ - +  (7 +  b z ) [ z  — 1)]
— { d u  — a)[2(z +  i)(ei/, — b) -h ‘ 2{ f u  
,4з =  2 { f u '  +  f ' u  -  c') -  2 { z  +  l ) ( e « '  -1 e ' u  -  //) +  2 z { d u '  +  d ' u  -  a'
+  г(г-1)2 [ ( "  +  ^)(^' +  i )  +  (7 +  ¿)(.~ — 1)]
—2(eu — b) [2 { f u  — c) — 2 z ( d u  — a) +  Цг^тг)^]
3 - j 5 i { d u  - a ) +  -  c),
/[■ 2 =  2 z { e u '  +  eJti — b') — 2 { z  +  i ) { f u '  +  f ' u  — c') +  z { t u  — b)'^
+  y ^ { e u  — b) — +  4~ +  1) +  { ' f z  +  <5)(~ — 1)]
+  { f u  -  c ) [ 2 { z  +  i ) { e u  -  b) -  3 { f u  -  a) +  2z(du -  a) -
A i  =  2 z {  f u' +  f ' u  — c') +  2 ( z  +  l ) ( f u  -  c)^ +  j Z \ { . f ' u  — <^) +
A o  =  —z [ { f u  — ¿ y  +  (Tzfp·]·
Note that if 4e =  0 tlien Л 5 =  0 . Moreover, one can not find functions
«. c, d, e, / such that A q =  /1г> =  /h| =  0 . Thus, to reduce (.3.197) to a
(juadratic equation foi· v  one may consider the two cases I) /1,; =  0 , Л.) ф  О 
and II) Afi Ф 0 .
Case I: If Л(; =  0 , tluMi one obtains d  =  ( ) , « =  ■ Note that when c =  0
e(|ua.tion (3.197) can not be reduced to a quadratic equation for v  . Therefore 
one should take e 0 , and hence without loss of generality /> =  ( ) ,  e =  1 . 
In this case equation (3.197) can be written as
(п +  ./Т(В/,Л +  £?1П +  Бо) =  0, 
where / and c are solutions of the following equations
(3.199)
./(./ +  f ) (y  +  ~ ) —
[ z { z  -  l ) { a p  +  c) +  /(/ +  1)] ' +  2 y z ( f  +  ! ) (/  +  z )  +
2 j ( z  -  l ) f { f  +  z )  +  ( 2 6  -  l )c (c  -  ! )/ (/  +  1) =  0.
The following three subcases should be considered seperatily.
Case I.i: If / =  0 , then equation (3.200) implies ( z  — l)^r·’ +  2/7 =  0. By 
using the diange of vai'iables
•1/(7··) — ~u -  hiddli —!J\·'I ~ u  2(л-1)
X =  a.rcsm £±iZ-]
Л --1) ’




one may write the quadratic equation for n as follows
(3.202)
(3.203)
A  =  +  2 \ y  +  -  27, B  =  - 2 ^ 1 3 5  y-
C ^ i ^ { y ^ - 2 X y  +  X^ +  2 h - \ ) ,
and A =  A[(2a)*/'  ^— (—2/3)'/^  +  1]. The second-degree equation for y [ x )  i.‘
\}j -  =  4 tan^  x[y -  -  Q.i(//)],
Q4(2/):=y'’ +  (2(^ '-2 7 - 2A^-l)l/'·^
-h2A(27 +  2 6  -  l),i/ +  (A  ^ -  27)(A2 +  2 6  -  1).
(3.204)
where A'-j =  The equation (3.204) was obtained first by Bureau [2]
(equation 16.12 page 202) and also by Fokas and Ablowitz [13].
Case I.ii: If / =  —1, then equation (3.200) gives z'^{a +  c)'- =  2 j .  The 
(|uadratic equation for v  becomes
. y i - i ) T . ( i - i K c . o , (3.205)
where
4 — .^ [u' T 2c'u -f- ('■ T 2i3( z - l ) t ],
B  — - ; : ^ [ z ( z  — !)(// +  z u  +  z a  c],
- 2 { z  -  l ) { z '^a +  c +  l)(i -I- {z'Xi -|- c +  l)^ +  2 6
The Lie-point symmetry of PVI [13]
v{z; Q', fX 7 , A) = 1 -  ?)(c; r.v, /1,7 , A), 
z  =  I -  z ,  (X -- a ,  ¡6 =  - 7  7 =  - f X  A =  A,
(3.206)
(3.207)
transforms this case to the case I.i.
Case I.iii: If / =  —c, then equation (3.200) gives ( z a  +  c  +  1)“^ =  1 — 2A. 
The quadratic equation for v  now may be written as
/ l ( - - l V - f  T ^ f i - l )  - fC =  0,
V V
wliere
A  — +  2 z c u  +
=  - - 'I “ ' + i s d } “ +
C  =  — [(.t — l)u^ -|- 2(a -|- c ) u  -|- "7 7  yqT^Tyl·
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(3.209)
The Lie-point symmetry of PVI [13]
v { z - , a j 3 , ^ , 8 )  =  1 -  (1 -  z ) v { z \ a j 3 , ' ) ' , 8 ) ,
- =  O'=  a, ^ = - 7, 7 =  - i - f | ,  ¿ =  /5+^,
transforms this case to the case I.i.
Case II: If Af, ^  0 . then to reduce the equation (3.197) to quadratic equation 
for V one should take d ^  0 and hence without loss of geiK'rality one may 
take a =  0 , ri =  1. Now the equation (3.197) can be written as
(?/‘ -h g i A  -|- h d  k v  +  l ) [ B 2 V^  +  B \ V  +  B q) =  0. (3.211)
where B,, j  =  1,2,3 are functions of (/', it, and 6, c, c. /, g ,  Ii, k ,  I may 
be chosen such that one of the following two cases are satisfied; 
i) t  — — { z  +  1) , / =  , t t l d e g  - ~2(yr +  1) , h =  z^ +  4c -f- 1 , 'k =
- 2c ( c + l )  , l =  z^ .
6 =
-1
-[(// -(-//),; + /i -  ;y], c =
-  12c ( , r - l ) '
wliere g and 7/ aie constants such that
fi -\- V — ¡iu = 2(7 + ¿), /7*^ -|- — 2 [/i + u) -f 4(7 — 8 ),
ii) c =  - c ,  g  =  -2c. h =  z \  f  =  A- =  / =  0,




Case II . i:  With the choices (3.212),(3.213) the e(]uations (1.38) and (.3.197) 
iT'acl respective!
c' +  bv +  c
H
{ v  -  l ) ( t ’ -  c ) '
where
A  =  -  3772 a(.- IP '
A < d  +  B v  -b C  =  0,
B  -  2[u'  4-
C  — — [c'7i ^  — 2 c u  +  Ic·^  +  .2 ( 1  )'2 ] ·
(3.215)
(3.216)
Let ;(/(.'7;) =  c(c — 1)?/. — /^i , :7: =  arcsin 4^ ,  then y { x )  is a solution of (3.204) 
with A'2 =  and
Q‘\{y) y' + (2d - 2cv -  ^ ii^ )y^  + 2/i(cv + d)?/ + ( -  2q')(^ //'^  + 2d)· (3.217)
I'siiig the fact that l)oth subcases Li and Il.i give the sanu' second-degree 
(v|uation one obtains the following new Lie-point symmetry for PVI:
V — 1
V =
u — 1 7, =  ^-  -y 7 = = d + -· (3.218)
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Case II . i i ;  In this case the ecjuations (1.38) and (3.197) I)ecoine i'('s|)ectivo'ly 
n' +  bv  +  c
u =
where
A  =  lA — 2 a
'  +  B { v  -  z )  +  C =  0, (3.219)
=  2[« ' +  ^ « 1-
- >  +  ^ - 7 # T T ·
(3.220)
The Lie-point symmetry (3.207) of P IV  transforms this case to the case II.i.
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Chapter 4
Second-Order Second-Degree Painleve Type 
Equations Related With Painlev’e Equations 
Via Fuschian Type Transformations
III this chapter, secoiid-order second-degree ecpiations of Painh've type which 
are related to the Painleve equations via the transformation (J. 14) will be con­
sidered. For each Pianleve equation, two second-order second-degree Painleve 
type equations will l)e derived, one that is known before and one tliat is new 
in tlie literature.
4.1 Painleve I
Let v { z )  be a solution of the PI ecjuation (I.IG). Then, for IM the equation
(1.46) takes the form of
 ^ + '05'^ ·  ^  ^ + '02'^ ’^'^ + '01'^ ’ + '0U = 6, (4.1)
wliere
03 =  "h 02 == ^2 +  '^^3 +  3/liy42 ~  12,
01 — +  2i52 +  +  2/I0/I27 <Pu =  “  2,:',
'0, =  2/I2R 1, 03 -  +  A,B, +  2A2B, +  G/I2, I
'03 — B'  ^ + A\B:  ^+ 2A2B2 +  G.4],
02 — B 2 +  A \ B )  +  2 A 2B \  +  G/l() +  -/l2^
01 = B[ A\B\ + 2A2B0 + -/li, 00 = Bq + AI Bo + /j.4o·
Case I: 4> =  0: One should choose Cj — 0, j  =  0 ,1, 2, r4 =  0, k =  1, 2, 3, 4, 
l).\ = \(^ 2' ^^3 — “ + e 1U2 — 4, 1)2 — + tio<^ 2? 4 — "“t/-[j + aot/q —2z.
Go
One carı always absorb 6q and do in u by a proper Möbius 1 ransforniation. 
Hence, with out loss of generalit}^, one can set bo =  0, do - 2. The only 
possibility to reduce the equation =  0 to a linear equation in v  is to set 
05 =  t/>4 =  03 =  02 =  0· Therefore, one obtains «2 =  « i  =  =  /i,| =  b) —
0, bo =  —4 and ¿1 =  —2c. Now the equation (1.44) becomes
2u =  -  4i/^  -  2ct', (4.3)
and the linear equation for v  reads
i-+  i/.'=  0. (4.4)
The equation (4.3) with the condition (4.4) satisfies the corollary (i.3 in [3], and 
hence its solutions are free of movable branch points. Following the jirocedure 
discussed in the introduction yields the following second-ordei· second-degree 
e(|uation of Pianleve tyjie for u { ~ )
i u " y  =  -4(n')'^ -  2 ( z t i  -  u). (4.5)
Tire equation (4.5) was first obtained b}^  Cosgrov and Scoufis [9] and labeled 
as ,SD-I.e.
case I I :  $ ^  0: As an example, let 0,· =  0, ?' =  1,2,3. ©o y  0, and 
(0 =  0, / =  2, 3,4. 5. This implies that A j  =  0, j  =  0 ,1, 2, R| =  B> =  0 and 
/0( =  4. Now the equation (1.50) becomes
{ B [ v  +  -  ( B ,  -  2~)'(4n^ +  B , v  +  B o )  =  0. (4.(i)
To reduce equation (4.6) to a. quadratic equation for v ,  one has to take do ^  0 
and hence, with out loss of generality. bi =  0, do =  1. Moreover do and bo 
are solutions of the following equations
d M  -  ‘¿ O  =  0- K i ’ +  ^ 4  +  />0 =  0, i l / o i '  -  4^ '^«,)- =  Ü. (4.7)
Here, we only consider the case d(, =  0, then do =  /¿, bo =  — 1/i'k where /i is 
a constant. Therefore the ecpiations (1.45) and (1.46) become
(i/)  ^= 4iN + uv + /i(w + 4/i),
and
—n
(4.9)=  7----- +  /0 ,(n -  2c)
I’espectively, and the (piadratic e(|uation lor v  reads
4(v/ -  2c)^n^ -  [(i//)'^  +  4/i( n  -  2c)']/’ -  +  (// +  4/.i''^ )(//, -  2c)^ =  0. (4.10)
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Let u ( z )  =  —2 ( · ^  +  6/i'), then the equations (4.8) and (4.10)
give one-to-one correspondence between solutions t>(^) of PI and solutions 
i / ( x )  of the following second-order second-degree Painleve ty]H' equation
4?y(;!/ -  -L)(i/ -  y )  -  ( y  -  y  +  1)[(7;'/ -  4)i/ +  5;i/(?y -  1)] +  l 2 / u  -  f ) ‘ 




Let v ( z )  be a solution of the PII equation (1.17). Tlien, for PII the equation
(1.46) takes the form of
+  03'^ ^^  +  02”^^^ +  01^  ^+  0U =  6, (4.12)
where
03 = 4(B4 + 1^ 42 — 1), 02 = ^^2 + '^ -^ 3 + 3/1]/I2 ,
01 = A\ + 2B2 + 2A{jÂ2 + A^  — 2c, 0u = + ^1 + ^0^1 “  2(.\,
■05 =  2/4 2 (^ 4  +  1), 04 =  -Ö4 +  A \ B 4 +  2A 2B :^  +  2/li
'03 = B'  ^ + A\Bi\ + 2 A 2B 2 + 2/ly + C/I2 ,
02 = B', + A1B2 + 2A2B, + C.4 , + O'/l·;,
'01 =  B [  -{■ A \ B ^  +  2 A 2B 0 +  c/ly +  ( . \A\ .  00 =  B'q +  /1] B() +  rv/ly.
Here, we 011I37 consider the case ç ı  =  0, i =  1,2,3, 0y 7^  Ü and 0/ =  0,
/ =  3,4,5. '05 =  0 ini])lies /-I2 =  0 or [^ 4 =  — 1.
Case i: If /I2 = 0, then one obtains A\ = /ly = 0, B 4 = 1, — 0, B)
and 0y =  B \  — 2cv,
02 =  1, '01 =  0y =  B'^. For this case the e(]uation (1.50) bc'comes
(,;2 4. -  2 c y f { v ^  +  C70 +  B v v  +  £?y) =  0.
To reduce the equation (4.14) to a quadratic e(|uation in 'P, one possibility is 
to set the coefficients of rA and ¡A to zero. Then one obtains B \  =  2 (x +  c, 
where 6 =  ± 1, and witli out loss of generality, one may take Bo =  2 u +  .
Hence the equations (1.45) and (1.46) become
^2
(,/)'·^  =  w"' 4- z v ^  -f- (2 « 4- (:)(’ 4- ‘2 u  4- (4.15)
and
v'  -  e{v^ 4- 2 u' +  ;2),
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respectively. The quadratic equation in ?’ reads
4 u ' v ^  -  { 2 a  +  e ) v  +  4 { u ' Y  +  2 { z u '  -  u )  =  0. (4.17:
The equations (4.15) and (4.17) give one-to-one correspondence' between solu­
tions v { z )  of P lI and solutions u { z )  of the equation
{ u ” f  =  - 4 { u ' f  -  2 u ' { z u '  -  u )  +  ^ ( 2 q- d- ( f .  (4.18)
The equation (4.18) was first obtained in [9] and labeled as SD-I.d.
Case ii: If B 4 =  —1. then one obtains A 2 =  2e, A i  =  0 ./lo — t z ,  - 0.
B ¿  - - z  and <po =  B i - 2 a  +  e ^  0, (/>2 =  4e5i + 2eo - l ,  V’l =  + 4 c B o 4 - t z \  
i/’u =  B [ ^ eQ'~, where e — ± 1. Then the equation (1.50) becomes
(■(/>2'-^  ^+  i ' \ v  +  V’u)'^
+2e©o('^  ^+ 5~)('/’2'’  ^+ ’/’li’ + V’o) + “  Biv — BA = 0.
To reduce the equation (4.19) to a (luadratic equation in v  one may set the 
coefficients of -A and c'* to zero. Thus one obtains B^ =  0, and with out loss 
of generality one may take B q =  ¡ ( u  -  z'-}. Therefore the equations (1.45) and
(1.46) yield
(4.20)( v y  = e.{2v^  -I- z)v' -  -  zrA + i (u  -  _~'^ ),
and
_ i _ [ ( 2cv -  e } A  +  u v  +  j u '  +  i ( 2cv -  c),:], (4.2f)
respectively. The quadratic equation in v  reads
(4im +  eu')^ -  4 (2« -  e)^ ?/,. (4.22)
The equations (4.20) and (4.22) give one-to-one correspondence belvveen solu­
tions v { z )  of PII and solutions t i ( z )  of the following secoiid-oi'der second 
degree Painleve type equation
[4uu" -  : \ { u ' f  -b ^ z A  +  4(2cv -  ( f  u f  =  64u'\ (4.2.4)
4.3 Painlevé III
Let v { z )  be a solution of the Pi l l  equation (1.18). Then, for PHI the e(|uation
(1.46) takes the following form
{ A i A  4- 0:i>A +  +  (j)^v -f ^0)7/





^4 = 27 -  2B, -  /1.2, <^ 3 = ^ _ a,A2 -  A', -  jA2.
4>2 =  " h  ; 4 l l  ) ,
©1 — ^  B \  /1(|.4] — /ly — r/lu. ©0 — 2ly +  '2 B q +  2 b,
</’fi =  ~ A 2{B, \ +  7 ), 'i/>5 =  — {B'^ +  ~B, \ +  A 2B 2 +  O'/li +  r/12)·
04 =  2l(j£?4 — B!j — ^B' i  — A 2B 2 — 7^ 4i) — ~/li,
0 3  =  / lo £ ?3  -  B!,  -  I B 2 -  A 2B ,  -  f / l 2 -  f / l o ,
02 =  A 0B 2 - B { -  f  5, -  A 2B 0 -  f /1, -  ¿/I2,
0 1  —  ~  B[^ — z B q — ^ A q —  < ^ / l i ,  0 0  =  A o ( B u  — b) .
As an example, let /lo =  0, A] =  2/~, =  —2/4/:r, and /4q =  — then
one gets (pQ =  (j)^  — =  0 and i/’o =  0i =  02 =  0. Moreover, if we let
©4 =  06 =  0, then we obtain A 2 =  0, £^ 4 =  7 or 
/I2 ■ 2 /^7, B 4 =  —7. wdiere /^7 can be taken with either sign.
Case i: If A 2 =  0, B4 =  7 , then equation (1.50) becomes
( 0 5 l ? 2  +  . 0 ^ . , ,  +
+  ' <^P3v{ihv'  ^ +  04'^ +  0 3 )  -  0 3 ( 7 ’ ’'' +  ' -  '^v -  b) -  0.
To reduce the equation (4.26) to a (|uadratic equation in 1» one may set the 
coefficients of ?/' and e'^  to zero. In such case, one obtains B·,·. — _j-2y 0 ),
where ^7 can take either sign. Hence, with out loss of generality, let B 2 =  u. 
.Now the quadratic ('(|uation in v  takes the following form
Sh-'h/ +  2(cv +  07)(o ' +  3 0 7 ) ]c2
+ 8[(cv +  2y 7 )(.:-fi' +  (/) +  47/l]r> +  z ' ^ z u '  +  2«)2 +  1675.-2 =  (). 
and the transformal.ioiis (1.45) and (1.46) liecorne





[47 ;r i ’2 +  4 ( a ’ +  0 7 ) t ’ +  Z'ii +  2i 'ri ], (4.29)
respectivehc Let y(;r) =  ~  Then the Iransformations
(4.27) and (4.28) givo's one-to-one correspondence between solutions n(~) of 
Pi l l  and solutions ;i/(.r) of the followung second-order second-degree Pa.inlev’e 
type equation
A i r  =  -  » )  -  -  s )
+  ^ ^(0 +  2^ ) 1/ +  - ^ ( a  +  2,/7 )'^ ].
/
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The equation (4.30) was first obtained in [9] and labeled as SD-l.b (with A \  =
0 ).
Case ii: When A 2 — 2^ 7, B 4 - -  —7 , equation (1.50) takes the form of
+  '0-1'?’ +  +  ?/’-l'?’ +  ?/’:0
+ 03(7?/^ — — B 2V^ +  ‘^ v  +  8) — 0.
One may set the coeificients of and to zero in order to reduce the equation 
(1.31) to a quadratic equation in v .  In this case, one obtains /03 =  
and hence, with out loss of generality let B 2 =  u.  Now the ('(juation ( 1.45) 
becomes
[ v ' Y  =  - v { \ / ^ ' z v  +  1)1/ —  +  uv^ — — V — 8. (4.32)
Z '  ^ z  z
Let ] j { x )  =  z ’^ u ( z )  +  1. 2 x  =  z' ,^ and ft =  n — 2y^. Then the ('quation (1.46) 
mav be written as
+  - i — y  +  J·)'’ +  0 (;'/ -  2/:^ \/7 ),- 2ft
and the (luadratic eciuation for v  reads
4;i/(7;v-/.i^)u^+4z[C7;v(?/-2/:'v/7)+2/^//'^](’+~^[(?/-2/^/y)'^+4(S/i-] =  0. (4.34)
The e(|uations (4.32) and (4.34) give one-to-one correspondence' between solu- 
l.ions /’(.:) of Pi l l  and solutions y { x )  of the following equation
x ‘^ [2y~i/  — y i p  — 4(5//.“ — ' ' i i P ) y  — f -Pp  
=  (,'/'■ +  - P p i - ' i ' ) ' \ y { y ?  -  4(7// -  f i p i S y  +  f P ) ] .
(4..35)
4.4 Painleve IV
Let i’ (~) be a. solution of the PIV equation (1.19). Then, for PIV  the equation
(1.46) takes the following form
{(¡)4tA  +  ©:(/>■■’ -1-  (f)2 iP  +  +  (P i) )p





(¡64 =  3(1 -  ^4 -  <j>3 =  8z -  2 B 3 -  2 A , A 2 -  ^'2,
©2 4 ( z ‘^ — a )  — B '2 — — A qA 2 — -4],
— ~ 4 q, (po =  |-/Iq +  B[) +  2 (ii,
V\i =  —|42(i^4 + i)- '/’5 = ~(^4  + + iM Bj,  + 4^42 + ^4|)
'•’■I =  |4o-£^4 — — j4i£?3 — 142^ 2^ ~  — tt)42 — |4o — l :4i,
V’3 =  |4 oii 3^ — £^2 — \ ‘4 \ B 2 — j 42-6 i — 2 { z ^  — ( x ) A \  — 4j 4 o,
''/’2 = | 4 o-62 — — ^4i^i — |42-6o — /?42 — 2(:;^  — a)4o,
V', = |4u£?, -  -  |4 ,5 o  -  13Au  00 = ^4o(£?o -  23).
As an example, let 4 q =  0, -60 =  —2/A Then one gets 0q =  0i =  V’o ■ 0i =  0. 
Moreover, setting ©4 =  03 =  0g =  ¡/-r, =  0, one has the following two distinct
cases: (i) 42 =  0, 4 i = 0 , S 4 =  i, B-s =  4 z  or (ii) 42 =  2e, ,li =  4cr,
B,\ =  — l , B : i  =  —4 z ,  where e =  ± 1.
Case i: In this case equation (1.50) becomes
(;04i’'^  +  t h v  +  02)^  -  02(^ i‘* +  4.;u'-‘ +  B 2v'  ^+  B x v  -  2 0 ) =  0.
To reduce the equation (4.38) to a cjuadratic equation in v one may set the 
coefficients of u'* and f4 to zero. Then one obtains B 2 — 4(c'-’ — a  +  c), and 
hence, with out loss of generality, let B i  =  u.  Then the equations ( 1.45) and
(1.46) hecome
( / / ) “ =  ‘ -j- Azv'^  +  4 ( — TV +  +  uv — 2/i/,
and
(4.49)
(4.40)v '  -  — (4 '’  ^ +  8z v  +  u'), 
respectively. The e(|uations (4.39) and
8[u' +  8(cv -  e)]!/“^ +  16(.ru' -  ii)u +  (u/)  ^+  320 =  0,
give one-to-one correspondence between solutions ■(;(;::) of PIV  and solutions 
(/(") of the following e(|uation:
{ u " f  =  4{z 'u/  -  u )' -  ^ [(7//)' -f 320](u' +  8cv -  8r). (4.42)
The translormation u =  8{ y  — /.iz)., where /i =  1(q' —e) transforms the equation 
(1.42) to the following eciuation
(?/")■' =  - H y ' f  +  4 { z y '  -  y ) ‘^ +  2(f)//.'' -  0 ) y '  -  4 / x { 2 / 0  +  /1), (4.43)
which was first obtained in [9] and labeled as ,SD-I.c.
Case ii: In this case e(|uation (1.50) can be written as follows
[( 0 4  +  / : 0 2 ) i ’ '  +  ( 0 ;)  +  2 t Z ( j) 2 ) v  0 2 ] '  =  0 . ' [ ( £ f 2  +  4 i ' ' ' ) u '  - f  £^| c  -  2 / f j .  ( 4 . 4 4 )
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It is clear that if one sets +  e<p2 =  0 then the equation (4.11) reduces to a 
quadia.tic equation in v .  Xhus one should take S 2 — — and lienee, with 
out loss of generality, =  u. Now the eciuations (1.45) and ( 1.4()) become 
respectively
and
(v')'^ =  2 e v { v  +  2 z ) v '  — 1)'' — 4-i>'* — 4z'^v'^ +  v v  — 2 3 .
1'' = Y ^ [ l 2i.n/ -  3('ii -  8fiz)v -  (c?i' +  2zu -  4/t)],
(4.45)
(4.4())
where //, =  j ( a - f  e). The equations (4.45) and
+  2«(3eu' +  -  I 2 f j  -  7 2 f i ^ ) v  +  { cn'  +  2 z u  -  4 f 3 f  +  288/y//.- =  0. (4.47)
give one-to-one corresjiondence between solutions i;(r) of Pl\ ’ and solutions 
u { z )  of the following second-order second-degree Painleve type e(]ua.l,ion
[3m/." -  2 { u ' f  -  2 e { z a  -  2 0  -(- 12//,2)?/ -  2(4r^ -  3e)//^  -  8(6//^ -  0 ) z u  
4-16(6//  ^ -  /4)^ ]^  =  -27[/i^ -  16/i(2//.^  4- 0 ) Y [ e u '  +  2 z u  4- 20  -  12/./,^ ].
(4.48)
4.5 Painleve V
Let /’(- )  be a solution of the PV e/piation (1.20). Then for PV ('quation (1.46) 
t.akes the form of
4” t'Lri’ * 4” //t'P’ * 4” <'/>2/1'^  4" © I T  000 '^




^ 5  —  , 2  <j>4 — “i-B /i +  ~  3 · ~  ^2  ~  ' T ^ ' 2 '
(¡)'S  =  2B 3 +  ^ 2  +  +  2^41242 +  A 0A 2 +  / I 2 +  r ^ 2
- / i ;  -  +  1 [ 3 q ' +  /? +  7 c  +  s z '^ i
©2 =  2 £ ? i +  B 2 +  ^ A j  +  2A o A \  +  A { } A 2 +  /1] +  z A i
~ A ' q — ^At)  — ^ [ a  +  3/? +  72 — Sz^] ,
<t>i -  3 B o  +  ' -^Al  +  ^  +  / )o  +  l A o ,  ©0 =  — ( ^  +  i? o  +  ^ -4 o ).
V ’7  =  — ^ / 12(^4 +  ^ ) ,
0 6  =  £ ? 4 ( | / l2  +  j / l l  -  f )  -  j / l 2 ^ 3  +  S ( 3 / l 2  -  ^ 1 ) -  
0 5  - ^ 4( 1^ 1  +  f / l o  +  f )  +  5 ; j ( '^ / l2  +  j / l l  —  f )  —  |^2-£^2  
- # ( 3 a  +  0  +  7 -- +  ¿~2) +  ^ ( S A i  -  A o )  +  5 ' -  i?',
■ 04 =  ^ 3 ( | 2 4 i +  ^ / lo  +  r )  +  ^ 2 (|^ 2  +  5^1  ~  r )
—  | v4 2 - S i —  ^/luj&4. ~  +  / i  +  7 ~ +  ¿ 7 ^ )
+  # ( «  +  3/:( +  7 ^ -  6z^ )  +  f  ,4o +
0 3  =  B 2( ^ A \  +  ij/ ll)  +  f ) +  -^ 1 ( 7-42 +  ^A-i  — z )
- \ A 2B 0 - \ A , B : ,  -  # ( 3 a ·  +  /^ +  7 -  +  8z ^ )
+  ^ ( a  +  3/i +  o'z -  6*r^ ) -  f  42 +  B ' ^ - r S [ ,
•02 =  B\( }^A- [  +  ^ 4 o  +  | )  +  ^ o ( | 4 2  +  ^ 4 i  —  | )
+  4 (o ' +  3/J +  7~ -  ¿^2) +  |.(42 -  34,) +  B[ -  /i,',
'01 =  -£^o(|^o +  j 4 ,  +  |) — |4o/:?, +  :0(4| — 34„) +  B[^,
2 ./ V ^
•00 =  f  4o(£?o -  f ).
As an example, let
(4.50)
A 1 ^ (c4 o  +  1), .42 =  f(-'4o +  2),
B-, = -{2B2 + 3£?, +  4/J„ -  ^  +  4<^ ),
a, = ^2 + 2a , + 3^ 0 - ^ + 26,
(4.51)
and let 0u =  0] =  -0(1 =  0 , =  0. Then the equa.tioii (4.64) can he written as
©5"' + i '-v ^  + (06 + 3'07)n -  '02 = 0, (4.52)
and the eijuation (1.50) can lie written as
[0 7 'i0  +  ( 0 0  +  .{'070 —  '02 +  \(j>h{A2V^ +  4 , n  +  4o )]·^  =
05[(-^‘i +  +  (^ ’i +  2^ !^ 4I2)·'’"* +  { B 2 \ A \  +  ^4o42)e^ (4.53)
' \ ' { B \  +  plo4|)?; +  (B() +  p lo )]·
00 - 0 implies that 4o =  0 or
Case i: When 4o =  0 the equations (4.51) arid ©o =  0, =  V’l =  0 irn|)lies
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that -4i =  —
^ 2  — B o  =  Now if one take B 4 =  where /i =  1 -  v/2a and \/^
can take either sign, and with out loss of generalit}^ B 4 =  + ( ) 0 ),
tlien equation (4.53) reduces to the following quadratic equation for c
Av'^ +  Br^ +  C  =  0, (4.54)
vv’here
A  — 8/i'^ [2(ir?i' +  u )  +  ¿z ^ — f.1  ^ +  2/3] +  (4// — 7c — 3/r^  +  2.3) ,^ 
B  =  2(4u -  7;· -  3/i'^  +  2 f: ()[A{zu'  -  u )  +  ¡i^ -  2/3]
-4|i^(4u +  7 ~ -  ¡B +  6^ 3),
C  =  [4(.ru' — h ) +  ///^ — 2/3]'·^  +  8/3/i3.
The equations (1.45) and (1.46) respectively become
(4.55)
W ?  =  ^ 2 z v { v  -  1)0' +  (^2 -  1)?;‘‘ +  (4u - ^ z  -  .3/i'^  +  2y3 +  2)?>^
-(8'ii +  2t>z'  ^ — 3/1^ +  6/3 -f- l)u·  ^+  (4ii +  j z  — f B +  6f:))v — 2,3
and
=  -^[2//.\/^ v'  ^-  (4ii -  ')'z -  3 / B  +  2/3 +  2/i )u -  ( 4 z n ' -  4 u  +  //'^  -  2/3)]. (4.57)
Zf iz
I. he equations (4.56) and (4.54) define one-to-one correspoiidenc(‘ between solu­
tions u(:r) of PV and solutions u { z )  of tlie following second-order second-degree 
Painleve type equation
z ^ ^ i u y  =  -4(u/)'^(-u' - u ) -  2 6 { z u '  -  u Y
-[¿'(//3 -  2/3) -  } 7^](~ii' -  a) (4.58)
+  i 7 (//^  +  2 0 ) u '  +  i ] 7'^ (/,3 -  2/3) -  5(/7^  +  2 f i f ] .
The equation (4.58) was first obtained in [9] and labeled as SD-I.l).
Case ii: When B o  =  ' ^  and (j)o =  cpx =  ?/’i =  0 imply that /l„ =
B\ =  -y A oA ] ,  where (/< — 1)^  =  —2/3. With out loss of generality, let
B'z =  - ^ [ u  — ^{ i i  — l Y  — { \ {n — i )  — i - \ - 2 ' ^ z  — 2 bz^] .  Then equation (4.51) implies
that B 4 — - ^ { u  — //3). Bii =  +  ''I'z - /i(2/i — 1)]. Then the ('quation (4.53)
A iA  +  B v  +  C  =  0, (4.59)
A  =  «[i/3 -  2(//3 +  2cv')?i +  -  2 ( x f ] ,
B  =  -4 / . IZUU'  -  2(u +  7~)[m'^  -  2 { / B  +  2a')n +  {¡B -  2«)'^], (4.60)
C  =  — [ z u '  — 2 /i .{u +  7~)]^ +  ( u  — 2 Sz'^ +  2 j z ) { u  +  ¡B — 2rv)^ .
where
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The equation (1.45) can be written as follows 
[zv' -  (v -  1)(^V -  -  1)]2 =  -  2(г¿ +  jz)v^ +  (u -  28z'  ^+  ‘'h'z)v\
and the equation (1.46) becomes
V = z(u+ :^^ 3 ^ {/ i(·«  -  /í^  +  2 a ) v ^
- \ - [ zu'  — u  — 2 'y/j.z +  (2// — — 2of)]?; — (/i — l)(u  +  //4 — 2cv)).
Let u [ z )  be a solution of the following second-order second degree equation of 
Painleve type
[2 u u "  — ( u ' y  +  2 Su'^ +  2 ^ u  — 2 b{fi^ — 2 a)'^ — 2 '^ {^fj.'  ^ +  20)]'^ ^
=  8[u'^  -  -fz{fi'^ -  2tt)2]2{u (u ')H  (4.63)
i 2 6 u  +  7 )^[u  ^ -  2(/i'^  +  2a)ti +  (^ ‘^  -  2a )'^]}.
Then equations (4.59) and (4.61) give a one-to-one correspondence between 
.solutions v ( z )  of PV  and u ( z )  of the equation (4.63).
4.6 Painleve VI
Let v ( z )  be a solution of the PVI equation (1.21). Then, for PVI equation
(1.46) takes the form of
(4>f'y’ +  (p^v’^ +  <p4V"' +  +  4>2v ‘^ +  +  <Po)'(4
+  '/’t'P +  +  '02'"^  +  '01 +  L’o =  0,
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where
^6 =  - B , -  i A l
h  = 2 ( .  + 1)S, + (.- - H ) A l -
— ('JZ7y^2 — ;(■-_]) (^1 ~  ^ 2) +  1^1 +  A qA -2 +  (~ +  l)y4i.42 
+  -^ 2 +  (~ +  1)^3 ~  3 z B 4  +  (2 +  1)^2 ~  A'\
+  +  4z +  1) +  0 z  +  ( S z  +  y ) ( z  -  1)],
^3 ~  ( z - i )  (^1 ~  ^ 2) ~  ~(!Zi) (^0 ~  ^ 1) +  2y4o/li — 2 z A ^ A -2
+ 2 B ^  -  2 z B : ,  +  ( z  +  l ) A [  -  A'  ^ -  z A ',
+  /^) (^ +  1) +  (7 +  -  1)],
2^ (TZYjf^O ~  ^ll) +  ^z{z-l) 2^0 ~  (^ “I" 1)^U^1 ~  -/I0/I2
~ 2^^1 '^ ^0 ~  (^ +  i)-5l ~  -^2 “  +  (- +  l)*4y
+  0{z ·^ +  4 z  +  l )  +  ( j z  +  S ) ( z  -  1)],
i0 ( z + l
{ z - i y<^1 =  - [ 2(.^  +  1)^0 +  +  i)/lg +  ^  +  ^ ^ 0],
(po =  z [ B o  +  |/l,j +  (T^fp·],
V’s =  — ^ A 2[ B 4 +  ,2(^ Z( , - 1)2.
V’7 — .04[(7: + l)/l2 + 5 /I1 — 77737}] ~(2-I).
3 ^ [ 2(~ +  l ) ^ - / l , ] - 5 'A')
i>, = B,[\(A„ -  =A,) + ¡ ^  + a g p ]
+B3[(*-+ I).'l2 +  |/t,
— 2 ‘^ 'i B 2 +  ( ;  +  1)B'| ~  [2(3 +  1)/1| — /lo
+ 4-  + 1) + /?-■ + (fc + 7)(-- -  1)1,
'/■» =  Balt(/1« -  =43) +  +  ^ 1
+ 142[{.i+ l)/l3 + 1/1] —
-I/I3B , -  B„[i//1, + (.- + 1)4 „ + + f ^ A „
+ '·-■ +  *) +  +  (■'- +  Di-- -  1)1
+ 5I7 f I(“  +  i^H- + 1) +  (7 + « ) (- -  - 1)1
+ (i +  l)Ba -  /B4 — B),
V’,| =  B 2[|{/lo — //I2) +  +  T p iy l
+B ,l(.- +  i)/i2 +  i / i , - ^ j
— ^ A 2 B q — B-a \^ z A \  +  (71 +  l)/4o +  (TzYyj 4" j7r/l(j^ ,.)
~ 2'·'(2^ 1)2 +  4-r +  1) +  f i z  +  ( b z  +  7) (7T — 1)](^2- 1)2
+  2(f-!)-’ [(^ -'' 4· +  1) +  (7 +  <^ )('
+  4 ~  +  1 )  +  -  1 )  +  -  i ) j  -  £ ? i ,
1)] +  (~ +  i )-^ 2 “  ~^ 4:t
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■03 =  5 l[f(/ lo  -  ^ A 2) +  ^  +  +  B o l ( c  +  1 ) A 2  +  i/li -
+  ^ z A o B ,  -  B ^ l ^ z A ,  +  +  1) ^  +  ^ ]  +
+  7 ( B w l ( ^  +  +  1) +  (7 +  S ) ( z  -  1)]
+  / (^~" +  +  1) +  ( j z  +  i ) ( -  -  1)] +  (~ +  1)/:?; _  -  5 ',
. h - B o l l ( A o - z A 2) +  j ^  +  ^ ]
—B ] [ \ z A i  +  (;r +  l).4o +
+  \ z A qB 2 +  (;:: +  \ ) B q — z B [  +  ^ ri')2 [2(-^  +  l)/ li -  -.42]
+  4^ +  1) +  (7~ +  -  1)],
'/’i ~  (,/ i)2[2(2 +  l)/lo ~  ^^1] +(z-lp
— fio[(~ +  1)^0 +  2~^1 4" 
2 0
(z-1)2■00 -  r^ A o [ B o  -  T T z fp ] ·
(-'-1)J :B,Oi
As an example, let
~  z(z-\) ~  + 2], A2 = j(7-]) [(^  ~  l)Ao + 2],
^3 =  -  i ) B 2 +  z ( z  -  l ) { z ·^ +  - +  l ) B ,
+  (~ ~  -l· z^ -\- z  I ) B o  — 2 j z '^ — 26] ,
-  ^ ) B 2
+  .(~2 - [ ) B ^ + { z -  ].)(- ' +  0 +  i ) B o  -  272 -  26] ,
and let 00 =  0] =  0o =  0j =  0. Then the equation (4.64) can l)e written as
06?/ +  ■(/>8??^  +  [07 +  (~ +  1)08]?’ +  =  0, (4.67)
find the equation (1.50) can be written as
i W  +  [■i/’7  +  ( -  +  1 ) ^ 0 8 ] · ? ’ +  ^ 0 2  +  k M A l V ^  +  A i ? ?  +  A o ) )  =
^ t \ { B A  +  4^ 2)'^' 4" (^3 4" |A i A2)??·^  +  { B 2 +  jA j +  1A oA 2)?’^
4-(^i 4- |A oA i )u +  [Bo +  |Ay)].
The equation 0o =  0 implies that either Ao =  0 or B o  =  p z ^ ·
Case i: If Ao =  0 then the equation 0o =  0 implies that B o  — 
then the equations 0i =  0j =  0 are satisfied identically. Let B 4 =  
where /2 =  1 — \/ ^  and \/ ^  can take either sign, and with out loss of 
generality let B 2 =  - ¿ i i A ^ [ A [ z  +  i ) u  +  ( f i - a + ^ ) [ Z z  +  i )  +  { - i - 6 ) { ? > z - \ ) ] .
20
( = - 1)2 and
q=-i)2·
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Then the equation (4.68) reduces to the following quadratic e(|uation for n
Av'^ +  B v  +  C  =  0,
A  =  4 m ^[4z ( z  -  l y  +  41/. +  2 ,y z  -  /,·.] +  [4i/ -  2 A ( z  -  I )  +  // -  
B =  2 z [ 4 u  - 2 M z  -  [ )  +  u -  ¡ B ] [4(c -  1 y  -  4i/ -  ;y] (4.69)
- 4 y z [ 4 u  +  2(7 +  f i ) { z  - l )  +  ,y +  4 f y  
C  =  z ' y i z  -  l)i/' -  41/ -  y  +  8 i4 ii^ z ‘\
where k  =  a  - f 4  +  j  -  S -  s / ^ + i ,  X =  a  +  S - y / ^ ,  =  [ 4 +  1  -  a  -  S +  >/2 o  .
The equation (1.45) can be written as
[ z { z  -  1)?/ -  v ( v  -  1)]  ^ - +  [4u -  2 \ { z  -  1) +  // -
— [ 4 { z  +  l)i/ +  3 u z  — /i·.]/’  ^+  z [ 4 u  +  2(7 +  f i ) [ z  — 1) +  /./ +  4 l4 \v  — 2 3 z ^ ,  
and the equation (1.46) becomes
(4.70)
V =
2 ß z ( z - \ ) { 2 | i ^ / ^ x  v ^ -
(4.71)
[4u -  2 X { z  -  1 ) 4- 1/  -  +  2 f i \v  -  z [ 4 { z  -  l)i/' -  4t/ -  ;/]}.
Equations (4.69) and (4.70) give one-to-one correspondence between solutions 
f (~ )  of PV I and solutions u { z )  of the following second-order second-degree 
eciuation of Painleve t}q)e
z \ z  -  1)^(1/")  ^ =  - 4 x i ' { z u '  -  u Y  +  4 { u ' ) ' \ z u '  -  i/) -f k { ii')'^
+ -^ (7  +  — >1) +  :j [4(7 — ß)(fi.'  ^ — A) -h iA]ii' (4.72)
+  4l^''iA-ß) +  {l' +  l : n V - \ ) ] .
The equation (4.72) was first obtained in [9] and labeled as .SD-l.a.
Case ii: When B o  =  and 60 =  (¡>\ =  ih\ =  0 imply that, /h, =
~  “^7l()/l], where (7/ — 1)  ^ =  —2/7. With out loss of generality, 
lei,
^ 2  =  -2(.'_i)2 ~  /^ '^ (-'^  -|- 4~ -b 1) +  2 ß z ( z  +  2)
- ( - '  +  -  1) -b 2 ^ z { z  -  1) -b 2 8 { z  -  1)].
Then one obtains B:<, =  pqfirrp [(.; +  ! ) ( «  -  2//^ ) +  2 f i z  -b A(~ -  1)],
77,1 =  ~  where A =  2y 4 - 2 8  — i .  Now the equation (4.68) yields
(4.7;i)
Av'·  ^ 4- Btx +  C  =  0, (4.74)
where
A  =  i/[}i^  — 2(//^  -b 2cv)7/ +  ( / ß  — 2o-) ]^,
B  =  — ^ 4 / x z ( z  — l)i/i/'
4- [ { z  -b 1)1/ -b A(-r -  1)][?/^  -  2 { i ß  4- 2 a ) u  -b {/ .ß -  2 a · ) ' - ] (4.75)
c — —^ z(z — 1 )//' — //[(.- -b 1 )1/ -b xiz — i)]y
4- [ z u  -b 27(,:· -  I)'" +  A(- -  l)](n  -b / ß  -  2 a ß .
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The equations (1.45) and (1.46) becomes
[z{z - l y  -  fiv'  ^+  -  Z + fl)v -  {/I -  1)~]2 =
u v ^  -  [(r +  l)u  + \{z -  l)]u3 +  [ z u  +  2 j { z  -  1)2 +  A(^ -  I )]fb
and
~  : {z -\) (u+ i j '^-2a ) + 2 q ') ? ;2
+  [z ( j  -  l)u ' -  -(?/. +  y  -  2a) -  / i \ { z  -  1) +  y y  -  2a)[z  +  l ) ]r  (4.77) 
-(// -  l ) z { u  +  y  -  2q-)},
respectively. Let u( ~) be a solution of the following second-order second-degree 
e(|uation of Painleve type:
[A zh i^ u "  -  2 z h i { u ' ) ' ^  4- A z y u '  -h P y i ) Y
— [ | l _ i — y y  — 2 a ) ] ^ [ A z ^ u [ u ' Y  -(- Q y u ) ] ^
P y u )  -)- (A — d'Y ~  y  — 2q')u^
+  [A'2(/.i2 +  2a) -F(A -  47)(/i2 -  2q')2]u -  X ^{y  -  2 a ) \
Q ‘i ( y  +  2(A — 47)u +  A2][u2 — 2 [ y  -f 2q')'u +  { ¡P  — 2q')2].
Then the equations (4.74) and (4.76) establish a one-to-one corres])ondence 




111 this work we used tlie method iiitroduc*ed by Fokas and Zhou [to] to stud}’ the 
solvability of the sixth Ihviiileve equation PVI. We have formulati'd a coiitiiiuous 
regular RH problem o\er a self-intersected contour. Solving this RH problem 
is ecjuivalent to sohdng a Fredholm integral e(|ua.tioii. Since the solution of 
the associated linear problem is defined as the solution of the RM prol)lenu 
once the solution of tli(' 1Ш problem is obtained the linear prol)lem can be 
used to obtain the solution of P V L  This procedure parameterizes the general 
solution of PVI in terms of the rele\’ant monodroni}’ data and shows that the 
g(Miera.l solution is meromorphic in / modulo the pints / =  0. I . cx:- which are 
its critical points. The nuMliod of Fokas and Zliou калч' been ap|)lied to PI-PV 
[lb. !()]. Therefore. appl\’ing this nudliod t,o PVI completes the studying of 
the soh'ability of the Pianleve equations.
Moreover, we sh o w c 'd  that for a ])articiilar choice' o(‘ the monodromy data a 
special solution of PVI. which is relaic'd to a hyperge'ometric I'nnction. can be 
obtained from the solution of the RH problem. This work ma\' 1и' extended to 
st ud}’ all closed-form solutions which can be ol)ta.ined From th(' PIT])roblem of 
llic' PV I equation and th(' other Paiide\4' e(|uations as well.
The algorithmic nn'lliod introduced by Fokas and Al)lowitz [13] to ob­
tain transformations For the Painleve e(|uations is used t.o deprive second- 
order second-degree e(|uations of Painhw’e t\’pe relale'd the Painleve equations
P I.... I^VI. All second-order second-d('gree e((ua.tions. related to ('acli Painleve
('(|nation via transformation that ai*(' linear in c'. ha\4' Ьоч'п d('i‘i\’ed. Many of 
lh('se ('quations are compl('t('ly new and th(' (k'rivat ion of known ('(|uations en- 
al)le us to give the solul ions of some oF tJiese ecjuations in terms oF the Painleve 
('(Illations.
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Jji the niethocl oi I'okas and Ablowitz the traiisibrina.tions were linear in 
r'. As a generalization we introduced the appropriate translbrinations that 
are cjiiadratic in e' and preserve the Painhw'e propei1v\ Using these transfor­
mations we redrived the second-order second-degree ('(|nations SD-I.a. SD-I.b, 
SD-l.c. Sr3-l.d, SD-l.(' . which were (bund in [9]. Iji addition to these, new 
s('i-oiirl-order second-rl(\gi‘('(' e(|ua.tion of Painhw'e type' r('Iat('d to ('ach Painhw’e 
(Hjiiation are also derix'ed.
Also by using the t i-aiis(brinations which are cpiadratic in rh it is possible 
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